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CHAPTER I
INTRCDUGTION TC THE PRC3LEM
Introduction
The purpose of this report is to determine the
investment status of investment trust stocR. During tne
decades of the twenties the stock: was widely invested in
by rich and poor alike. "Unfortunately like all young
industries in the early stages of growth it was the prey
of unscrupulous promoters. Large investment hanking houses
established al'filiated investment trusts for the purpose of
getting rid of issues that the bankers failed to sell. The
crash of ly^^y shook: the industry very heavily and over 56
percent of the investment companies failed from the period
192y to 1935*
Significance Today
Today we find the existing investment companies
following a wise, more conservative policy compared to the
mad speculative days of the twenties . Today a new problem
has arisen, the capitalistic system is in dire need for
investment capital from the American public. The public
has not forgotten their experience with the stock m^arket
and distrust it vory m.uch . Plowever, the investment trust
has a definite place in the financial world, having over
125 active compa.iies with an estimated 1,000,000 stock-
holders and assets totaling over 2,2 billion dollars. The
answer to the financing of new capital for e.-ipansion program,
or the replacement of obsolete equipmient is in the smiall
investors. In order to reach them, financiers must convince

them they will get protection in their investment and what
greater provision for protection can be found except in the
investment trusts.
Investment companies, because of their v/ide
divirsif ication of shares in which their funds are invested
in, guarantee investm.ent company shareholders the safety of
divirs ification that the small investor could not practice.
Thus today with the finance field stressing sales-
manship to the small investor, tne problem of determining
the investment status of investment company st^ck is
im.portant, as the industry through its safety In divirsifi-
cation and skilled management maybe the answer to save the
capitalistic system.
Therefore, if the investment status of investment
company stock is well assured, this may be the means of
attracting the investment capital needed by private industry
from the small investors. However, the public must be
educated and convinced that the manager's have learned their
lesson taught to them in lyi:;9-iy34. Of course manj of the
investment trusts have an excellent record of safety and
conserva tiveness
,
yet the public, meaning the investor of
small means, m.ust be educated and convinced that the invest-
ment trust is the answer to his investmeut, in that it
provides expert management of the fund and portfolio and
gives safety through wide divirs if ication of the securities
held by the investment company.

other Reports of Investmeat Company Securities
Unfortunately many of the reports on investment
companies were v/ritten in the period of the tv/eaties, v/hen
the investment companies were considered financial fads, in
which everyone investing v/ould become fabulously rich. Thus
many of the books and articles printed gave wide and extrava-
gant claims as to the future of investment companies.
After the depression of 1929 and the very depths
of It in 1932 many articles written on investment trusts were
about the evils of investment trust, such as the article by
Plynn, "investment Trust Gone V/rong," printed "by iievj Republic
Magazine, However, there were many valuable articles that
honestly and impartially criticized the investment trust
among them are: "Investment Trust and Funds" by E. C«
Harwood and Robert L. Blair, puolished by the American
Institute for Economic Research and "Shares in Mutual Invest-
meat Funds" by Alec Brock Stevenson, published by the
Vanderbilt Press,
Unfortunately there are few articles that have
been published on investment trust securities as an investment.
They have eitner covered the history, development, or economic
function of the trusts,
I believe that a study of this problem involves a
study of the origin and the past history of investment trusts
in America; the evaluation of the Investment trusts according
to earnings; a study of the competence and experience of

4management in regards to the fund; the investment policies
and objectives followed and the trends of business activity
and its effect on investment trusts*
I
5CHAPTER II
HISTORY OF THE IKVESTI-iENT TRU5T GOI^IPMIES
The first investment trust company was organized oj
King y/illiam of the Netherlands in August 1822. The invest-
ment trust company was knov;n as the Allgerraent i-iederlandes ue
Maatshappy v/hich later v/as changed to the Societe Genera le
de Belgique. The original purpose of the company was to
provide the means for individuals to invest in foreign govern-
m.ent loans v/hich at the time offered the greatest security and
tempting returns. Yet while the investment trust company idea
had its birth in Belgium it did not catch hold until the middle
of the 19th century, some forty years later.
The British were the ones to seize upon the
investment trust company as a means of investing accumulated
savings of wealth which had been derived from the Industrial
Revolution that had swept Snglaad during the latter part of
the 18th century.
It has been said by Arthur Grayson, v;ho v/rote
"Investment Trust" in 1929, that the use of the investment
truct company care about because many people v;ho lacked the
tcnov/ledge and skill to v/isely invest their savings sought
out the investment trust company as a means for their invest-
ing. The companies could through skilled managem.ent, and
diversification of Investments protect the individual
investor's funds m-uch more tnan the individual himself*
The conditions v;hich caused the investment trusts in
England to flourish were:
1. Lack of investment opportunities in Englaud forced

the investors to look to the investment trusts
to wisely invest their funds.
2, The attractive investments were in foreign
government bonds and othor securities which
required a selective sk:ill that only investment
trusts could handle
•
3, The puDlic clamoured for the chance to invest
their savings in investment trust companies v/ith-
out any solicitation on the part of the investment
trust company,
4» The investment policy of the investment companies
of buying diversified number of securities on the
basis of income and not on appreciation in
principal.
5, The profits gained from the sale of securities
were set up in reserve accounts rather than
distributed as earnings. This conservative
method helped stabilize earnings very much.
The investment trusts from the period of Ib60-18y0
flourished rapidly and unsound financial practices v;ent hand
in hand. However, in 1890 the great Earing ir'anic andiiie
revolutions in South America caused many investment trust
companies to be found with unmarketable securities at
riduculously high prices,
After learning their lessons T:he relative successes
of the Scottish investment tirus t companies tended to encourage
iill,
the establishment of many investment trusts in Europe,
The period 19u0-iyi4 saw the English investment trusts
lose their investments in some European countries which v/ere
largely offset by the appreciation of American securities
held in the portfolio of the English investm.ent trust,
it v/as the success of the British and Scottish
investment trusts that encouraged the American investment
companies to "be organized.
American investment Trust Development
After the Arris tice of 1918 there v/as a oeriod of
great tension as many of the European powers struggled to
adjust their economy from a government geared inflexible
giant back to a free competitive economy. Thus many
countries found themselves looking for capital to finance
the transition from war to peace.
America emerging from the v/ar as a financially rich
credit-^r nation was the one nation that Europe looked to,
for venture capital, to finance its reconstruction. It was
said that many nations could not sell their securities
directly to the American public and because of this the Edge
Act an am.endment to the Federal Reserve Act was passed on
(1)
December 24, 1919, -t provided for the e stab lis hm^e nt of a
corporation whose securities could be sold to the American
public with secured collateral in the form of corporation.
Thus the theory of in estment trust v;as developed and introduced
in the United States. However, the act failed to produce the
(1) Arthur Grayson "Investment Trusts" John Wiley Sons 1928
page 136
J
anticipated results. A fevif trusts have been organized under
Its provision "but none of them were successful. Grayson
claimed that the failure of the Edge Act "ms caused by the
(1)
following conditions:
1. Because of the lykiO depression which teaded to
discourage the investment of capital abroad.
'd , The question of German reparations which at
that time remained unanswered
3. The fear that many European companies despite
their honest intentions may be forced to default
on their bo nds •
The period of intensive development of the American
investment trust came about in lUidl, when the International
Securities Trust of America was organized. This Massachusetts
trust for many years was one of the largest investment trusts
in the United States. In this period of inflationary times
there came the developm.ent of many types of investment trust
companies. Among them v;ere
:
1. Contractual Type-This type cam.e into existence
as a result of a contract or legal agreement
whereoy all parties were participants such as
the Massachusetts Investment Trust.
2, Statuatory Type-This type came Into existence
as a result of a legislative act or by virtue of
the granting of a charter by some legislative body
empowered to do so
•
(1) Arthur Grayson "Investment Trusts'* John Wiley &: Sons 1928
page 13o
I
9According to the Type of Management
1. The pure management Type-IvlGnagement has full
power to change the portfolio as it sees fit in
order to adjust itself according to business
conditions
•
2, The fixed type-This type has a fixed portfolio
which could not be changed except upon an event
decided upon in advance and set forth at the time
of the establishment of the portfolio.
According to the liature of the Portfolio
1. The Common Stock Type-This tjpe invests its
entire portfolio in common stock,
2. The Bond Type-This invests its entire portfolio
in bonds •
3. The Balanced Type m.ixing bonds and stocks in
the portfolio.
According to Type of Industry
1. General-:;r» restriction on v;hat percsutage of the
portfolio be invested in certain industries.
2. Specialized-The entire portfolio is invested in
one or two industries such as an investment trust
specializing in the aviation industry.
According to the Classes of Securities Issued by the Trusts
1, Open end trust-type that has no restrictions as
to the amount of securities issued by the
investment company.
Imi
ki . Closed-end trust-This type has a definite capita-
lization figure and can not issue any securities
Deyond that capitalization figure.
Beginning in ly24 the investment trust movement
rapidly gained in raomentun:. By iy*<d5 there v/ere twenty five
investment trusts with assets totaling nearly |5l50, uuO, uuO»
an in November of 1927 there existed one hundred trusts having
estimated resources som.ev/here betv/een ^?300, OOu, UOu . and
^bU0,O0O,OUU.
There were several investigation's conducted by many
states with the object of revealing to the public such
pertinent information as to provisions of the trust agreement,
portfolio, balance sheet, income, auditing practices and
responsible management officials connections with selling
agencies, compensation of officers and trustees, differential
between cost of holdings and the selling prices of investment
companies' securities. Thus for as much as a year ahead of
the 1929 debacle the investm.ent public was warned by various
state commissions and financial men that the investm^ent trusts
were expanding too fast and not heeding the past experience
of the British investment trust.
Despite the warnings given in 1928 there existed 150
investm.ent trusts with a total capital of ;^600, UOO, 000. In
December the total grev/ to include 225 investment trusts with
a total capital of i'1,250, 000, UOu. Finally in 1929 the total
num.ber of companies stood at 600, with resources totaling m.ore
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than ^(54,000,000,000. The idea had grown to such a gigantic
movement that people were encoura£:ed to put their savings
into investment trusts and watch their investment grow to
staggering pri.-cely sums,
IJaturallv v/ith such wild ideas of gaining easy
profits the managers of the investment trusts ?/ere speculating
with their portfolio rather than purchasing securities with
prime regards for safety of principal first and small income
las t
.
The Debacle of lb>29
V'/hen the crash finally came to Airerica'o greatest
inflationary period, m.any investment companies purchased
securities with all the availa' le cash m the belief that
they were getting common stock at low prices. Unfortunately
for ma-y of the investment companies, their portfolio's
shrank in value to unbelievable figures. Many investment
trusts stockholders sold their shares at prices far below
the liquidating value. The Atlas Corporation, an investment,
expanded greatly during the depression by purchasing many
investment trust companies for less than their liquidating
value and by liquidating the investment trusts pocketed the
difference for a sizeable profit.
Finally In 1955 in a rider attached to the Public
Utility Act^'''^ passed by Congress, a com.mittee was set up to
investigate the cause a.id reasons for the failure of the
(1) Alec Brock Stevenson "Investment Company Shares, Their
Place in Investments" Trust and Estates May 1947

investment trust companies. This investigation ultim.ately
ronulted. in the Investment Company Act of ly40. In Chapter
VII later m this report there is a detached study ol" the
investment trust act, Dut suffice it to be said here that
the act resulted in more conservative management and cautious
program of investments for the investment Industry from 1940
to the present day.
As a result of the Investment ComparJ'Act of 1940
the investment trust companies were classified in the
following classes:
1. Fixed investment trusts
2. Management investment trusts.
The Fixed Investment Trusts
The fixed investment trusts are companies organized
either by a charter granted from a state legislature of by a
contractual trust agreement. These companies are restricted
by their charter or trust agreement in what securities their
portfolio may consist of and must be held permently, unless,
some predetermined event stated in the charter or trust
agreement instructs the managers otherv/ise.
This type of trust company suffered heavily during
the depression years of 1930-1935. It was found by the New
York Stock ^xchai^ge that the causes of the failure of fixed
investment trusts were: ^"^^
1. Too much faith in the value of the portfolio
not depreciating m value by the stockholders.
2. Excessive comm.issions to the organizers of the
(1) Speech by ?.'r. Richard V/hitney "The Exchange" May 1933
i1
Li
trust company
3* Payment of dividends to the trust stockholders
when it was not justified which resulted in the
depletion of the working capital of the trusts*
Management Investment Trust Companies are defined
by the Securities Exchange Commission as companies "whose
funds are primarily invested in a number of blocks of divers
i
fied securities of such small sizes as to be of negligible
significance with respect to control or influence,"
The other classification included Dy the Securities
Exchange Commission v/as the management investment holding
companies in v/hlch "che control or influence is said to oe
greater in blocks of stock or corporations by lu to 15
percent of the total outstanding shares. All investment
companies according to the S. E. C. are management companies
provided they meet the requirements and are not investment
banking companies. Figures taken from a S. S. C. Report
dated 1938 show that of 5bB investment companies Ib'd with
total assets of $1, 7b7, uuu, UUU . of a total |4,50u,uu0 were
management companies.
The management investment companies v;hose control
of the portfolio is entirely vested in the hands of invest-
ment executives are split into two groups:
a. The open end Company
b. The closed end company
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The Open End Company
(1) By Its declaration of tru^'t, charter or hy-lav/s
obligates itself to redeem or repurchase shares when offered
by the shareholder. The price at the time of redemption
shall be the current liquidating or book value of the company
as of the redemption date,
(2) It daily issues new shares of stock to purchasers
and has no restriction as to capitalization.
The Closed End Company
Is one which has no provision for the day to day
issuance or day to <^ay redemption of its shares of stock. Its
capitalization is fixed for a period of years and usually may
be oought on the over the counter market. Thus the closed end
companies with capital permanently raised have a freer hand
in their investment policy than the open end companies.
The open end company that is obligated to redeem
shares on demand would be expected to weight their portfolios
more or less with readily marketable securities of well known
high quality corporations and be conscious of the necessity
of maintaining a constant flow of new subscriptions for their
own shares.
Thus as the capital structure of the closed end
company is fixed and permanent, a larger percentage of the
portfolio may oe invested in the less known corporations which
have a promising future because of some special situation.
However, this situation may be said to only exist m general
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as frequently on© finds large open end companies investing
in unknov/n and special situation securities while some
closed end company is only investing in bonds, preferred
stock and common stock of large well known corporation.
A later chapter will discuss in m.ore detail the
characteristics, and performances of the closed and open end
companies
•
Comparison of British and American Investment Trusts
In concluding this chapter a simple comparison of
American and Britisn investment trusts finds that the British
relied more on diversification and patience than the American
investment companies. The British believe in the policy of
charging all profits made through the sale of securities to
a surplus reserve account in order to provide for any
unexpected losses m the portfolio. On the other side, the
Americans Delieved in charging profits made on the sale of
securities zo income for the year and distributed it as
divide ad and the heavier turnover of the portfolio.
A chart taken from Harwood and Blair's "investment
Trust and Investment Funds" shows a comparison of the port-
folio records of both countries revealing that the British had
a much more stabilized record than the American investment
companies
This situation today is still generally true because
of tax provision. Supplement Q. which provides that any bonafide
investment trust that submits to public regulation and Derforms
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the function of permitting small investors to obtain the
benefit of diversification of ristc, may well be exempt from
tax. In order to qualify under this rule an investment
company m.ust distribute its entire net income or else be sub-
ject to a tax for the undistributed net income, rerardless
of its source.
A study of 92 investment companies composed of 4U
closed end and 52 open end companies reveals that 28 of the
92 or 3u,4 percent v/ere non regulated while 5y.b percent
were regulated companies. A further breatcdovm revealed that
only l.yS percent of the 52 open end companies were non
regulated while b5 percent of the closed end were no regula-
ted •
These figures tend to show that the American policy
of charging profits made on the sale of securities to income
for the year and distributed it as dividends to be still true

CHAPTER III
MANAGEI^ENT
The fiindamental reason for the existence cf
investment companies is that there is no such thing as
security in finance. Because of this proolem investment
trusts, through the guidance of skilled management and the
use of divirsification, attempt to overcome and remove this
insecurity
.
In the article "Slue Chios Unless Recounted Often
(1)
Tend to Turn Pinlr" the author stated that at the e. d of
1919. of a group of sixteen stocks having an uninterrupted
dividends record uv> to 3*^ years the rollowin? information
was noted:
1. The value of the sixteen invest-^ents as of
ohe 1929 date had dropped from 1.6 percent
to S.9 percent of the ori.p;in5l Investment or
2. The total average dron of the sixteen invest-
::.ent stocks was 25 oercent
3. The uninterruptsd dividend record received at
the end of 1919 averaged about 15 years.
This irticle and countless other articles and
statements made oy experts in the finance field tries to
emphasize that intelligent supervision and constant reap-
praisal of invest-nents is necessary if one is to avoid a loss
in his investments.
Method of Measuring, i'ianap;e:nent Performance
Wise investors realize that the rec.uisites of soimd
management are: The protection of deoentures and preferred
(1) New York :)aturday Evening Post July 26, 1930
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not only from an asset but also from an Income stindpolnt;
the maintenance of portion of the fund in cash at all times,
and the use of bank loans be restricted to small amounts and
for a short period of time, a constant attempt to anticipate
any unfavorable economic and financial developments md
provide for the continual increase in reserves and earned
surplus. The measurement of the performance of management
(1)
varies according to the type of trust.
Open end companies, for example, compute the overall
management results by comparing net assets on a per share
basis In -i^omputing the net asset chanf^e, all dividends per
share paid out during the year are added to the total cer
share asset value at the end cf the year, the sume oT these
tv:o is divided by the per share asset value at the beginning
of the year. The resulting figure shows the performance
relative of the company of the year period, anything over 100
percent is said to be a gain, anything under 100 oercent is
a loss.
For example ts.ke the State Street Corporation's
performance in 19^7-
Asset value 12/31/46 %h A9
Plus Dividends 8.00
Total Adjusted Assets 12/31/46 52.49
Asset value 12/31/45 53.90
Formula Actual Figure Performance Relative
1945 Adjusted Asset 1 52.49 = 97%
19^5 Asset Value #53.90
(l) Arthur >/iesenberger "Invest ^lent Companies 1948" Page 58
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Results: Performance Loss 3%
In dealing with closed end companies v/hero leverage
may exist in the form of debentures or bank loans, the fluc-
tuations per share in asset value are influenced more by the
amount of leveriLge than by the ^kill of miinagement. Because
of this, the method of measuring perfcr ance is determined
by comparing the change in total net assets from one period
to another. Under this method the total net assets of the
closing period are added to all dividends and interest oaid
out during the jericd The sura of these figures id divided
by the total net asset figure as of the oeginning of the
period. i'he resulting answer is the perf orr.af .ce relative of
leverage companies.
An example of computinvg the results of a leverage
company is the Carrier's G-eneral perfcrinarce in 19^6
Net assets 12/31/46 ^ 8,266,722
Plus: cost of 2,000 shares of common
reDurchased 7,160
Dividends Paid in 1946 365,445
Interest on 3onds in 1946 100, 979
Total Adjusted Assets 12/31/46 | 6,740,326
Net Assets 12/31/45 8,729,043
Less: -g cost of 2,000 shares of common
repurchased 7 » 180
Total Adjusted Assets 12/31/45 | 8,721,863
Calculation
Formula Actual -"igures Perfcr ance Relative
1946 Adjusted Assets ^.740,326 = 100.2^
1945 Adjusted Assets 3b, 721, 863
Results Performance: Gain 0.2^
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C omparison of Investment Trust Performance
There is no aotual general market average that can
servG as an accurate yard stick year in 'ind year out. For
practical use the performance is comp-red with the market
averages of the Dow Jones Composite average or the Standard
and Poor's 90 stock index. The latter has proven to be a
better and more comprehensive yardstick of the general
market's action.
The Securities and Exchange Commission recommended
the comparison of invest ent trust performances with the index
of gener-il inarket action because it believed that the compari-
son eliminated the function and cost of ^mage^ent and there-_^^
by made possible the evaluation of management's contribution.
The method of computing the 90 stock index is
exactely the same as the one used for investment companies.
Kovrever, there are some differences in the comparison of the
two indices. Standard and Poor's index, for example, has an
advantage over the lnvestT;ent companies index because it
represents a fully invested position while invest .ent companies
averaged 10 percent in cash and government bonds during recent
years. In comparing the oerformance of investment companies
with the general rrarket index care must oe taken to allow for
the sa.-ie orice level to exist for the first md last year.
Othen,fise if the performances is compared in a one direction
market, such as a bull :^rarket the more conservative tyoe
(l)3arrons - February 13, 19^5 Page 21
m{
i
Investment company would appear in a poor position compared
to a speculative type of investment company.
The record of 51 invest- ent companies perTormances
over an eleven year period has been an average increase in
asset value of 59 oercent -.-^hile the Standard & Poor's index
' (1)
has been 55 percent. An analy.^is of the period 1936-
19^7 shows that in 8 out of the 11 yaars the investment com-
panies average was better than that of the Standard ind Poor's
while in the other 3 years the situation was the opposite.
Table 1 gives a summary of the management results
of 41 closed end companies and open end companies both for
individual years and for combined periods. Yet despite the
high increase for the companies from 1937-1947 one must
take into account the inflation that has appeared since 1937.
Many investment companies after 1938 began investing against
inflation y buying v;hat tl:ey called "Inflation Hedging
Securities." Securities such as oil stock, defaulted rail-
road "^onds. mining an^^ chemical stocks and arraanent stocks
were the cause fcr the largo increase in the net asset value
of the invest-r.ent companies. However, the comparison of the
results of invest"ient companies v/ith the Standard and Poor's
index gives a reasonable evaluation of the management of
investment trusts,
HUMAN FA.CTCRS C? R^\TAGEMENT
There are thos factors of management that are called
the intangibles because they are not easily measurable,
(l) Arthur Wiesenberger . "Investment Companies," Page 63



Table 1
A Summary of Management Results
ir'ercentage of Average Change
Closed End Companies
Opened ComDined Companies Standard Poor
Xear Leverage rion jLieverdge 1^ U. ilCl s 9U otOCKS
1937 -36 - 31 - 34 - 34 -35
1938 ^Id -t 22 + 21 -^31
1939 -2 0 -3 -2 -2
1940 -9 -7 -8 -8 -10
1941 -7 -4 -8 -7 -12
1942 -H5 -I'll + 14 t 14 -+-2U
1943 t3U + 29 t 32 4 25
1^44 ^22 4-19 + 22 + 25 -M9
ly4b t38 +39 + 35 -*^36 -+35
1945 -1 -1 -6 -4 -8
1947 -1 -1 -1 -1 +- 6
Combined jeeriod Results
1937-1947
1947
1947
1938
1947
1939
1940
1941- 1^47
1942- 1947
1947
1947
1947
1947
1943-
1944-
194b-
194d-
'f 64
rlb7
+107
+ 116
Tl39
+ 162
+ 12u
t 64
+ 40
-2
+ 68
+ 143
+ 109
+ 108
+124
+ 133
+ 109
+ 61
T 36
-3
+ 54
+ 132
-I- 88
+ 95
tllo
+128
+ 99
+ 54
+ 27
-6
+ 59
T142
T 97
no3
+ 120
-+139
•+108
ir 58
32
-4
55
+-138
82
^--86
-flo7
t135
+ 96
57
+ 32
-2
Eleven Year
Feriod
1937-1947 164 r+6b 54
-h59 1-55
The number of companies used
Leverage Closed End 1937 (la) 1938-1947 (19)
iNon Leveraged Closed End 1937-1947 (o)
Open End 1^37 (k;7),1938 (30), 1939 (32), 1940 ( 33 ), 1941-1947 (36
Source: Arthur Welsenberger "Investment Companies 1948" Page 6b
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They include the identit/ of mf^nagenient , the personal
affiliation of manage':: en t officers with other ooraoanies such
s investment bankin^r, houses, or as for example the /It] as
Corpor^-tion V7".:i'3h controls several companies cf the various
different industries; the skill and experience of management
and the record of current manase:iient heads during the
last depression. Some cf Vneie may be analyzed through the
use of such barometers as earning records and increase in
net assets over the period. Yet despite the ap lication cf
statistical analyses mentioned above there "remains the
uncertain and usually unDredictable factors cf human na"age-
ment that vre must always "onsider,
(1)
Manage-oent according to 3arron is the single
commodity that an investment company can sell and it must
be adequately Judged in all respects ooth on it past
investment experience and as to manage:T!ent ' s human factors,
(l) Barron February 13, 194 Page 72

CHAPTER IV
MMAGSKENT FiETHODo OF OPERATION
Because cf the nature of the Industry, investment
company T.ans.'^-ement Tust '-.ave some :-ethod or technicue to
follow in vri'ich they cm regularly supervise their ocrt-
folio and keep '.he losses to a minimun. 'rie knovj that they
do this by:
1. Diversification cf investrrient
2. Dareful researon and analysis cf all stocks
at all times
3. The skilled experience of excellent management
4. The dollar aver3.:Tlns
5. The investment formula method.
This chapter uill discuss the methods listed in 4
and 5, that manageraent uses to cut their losses to a minimum.
Dollar Avera^-in.s Method
The dollar averaging method is the purchasing of giv
stock in equal dollar amount by regular installments which
are predetermined by the investor or investment company. 3y
investing an eaual amount of money on the same security
whether in higla periods of prosperity or in lov; periods of
depression, the investor 'ill average out by paying less per
share for the securities rather than try to wait for the
trough of depression and invest all his money then.
An example below illustrates the dollar averaging
--'ethod. 3upoosing a.-: investcr purchases |5,000. worth of
stock each year and he does so over a period of 3 years and
the table belov; shows how he spent his |5>000, each year.
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Price psr I-.o. Shares Total Shares Per ihare Ave. Per Share
3h'ire Purchased Held Price all Purch. Ave. Cost
^p25. 200. 200 $25. I 25.
i|20. 250. 450 22.50 22.22
SlO. 500. 950 18.33 11.57
Thus we find that if the investor used the dollar average
method his cost of the 3 year period would be 11.57 for his
$15,000. investment. (15,000. 7 950 shares). This average
cost per share will always be less than the average orice per
share. Over a long run oeriod the investor who uses this plan
will benefit oy it, of course, ther are those v/ho like to
predict when the niarket is at its lowest point and them make
the so called "killing" oy investing the entire amount at the
lowest point. Unfortunately, very fev; investors have such
clairvoyance in determining the right time to purchase. The
investor vrtio follows the dollar averaging-method vrill not make
the large profit the shrev/'d speculator may make , but the
investor is sure of averaging out much better over the period
of years if he follows this practice.
However, the use of the dollar averaging method pre-
su ^poses that the investment securities are of such stable
nature and quality trat they are expected to do v;ell over a
period of years in the general market. 3o long as the investor
purchases the sa'e securities over a repeated period of time
m.aking an equal cash invastment eacli time the dollar averag-
ing plan will work.
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From the chart and tables shown cn tho follovrlng page one can
see the results of what dollar averaging oan do ever the
haphazard purchasing of the same stock over different periods
of time. 3y purchasing under the dollar averag-in.R plan the
investor's Lotal cost v/as much less than, ihe haphazard method
of purchasing. This example presupposes that the investor
invests ^1,000. quarterly and reinvests all dividends at the
first quarter applicable. Thus an investment of ^^73,000. is
said to be worth $282,990. in 19^7. If the investor Invested
the 173,000. haphazardly or all at once in any particular
time the chances are he would have suffered a loss as it
would have probably been unable to predict the ri-.ht time to
purchase.
Investment companies that use the dollar averaging
te-ihninue for the entire portfolio are very fev;. Ho^7ever,
many investment trusts use the technique in regards to such
stable securities as American Tel. & Tel. or puolic utility
stock of high grade. Thus through this technioue many first
class securities can be bought over a period cf time at
reasonable fair cost.
Formul? Timing Plan
There are several rormulr. timing plans now in
practice. These automatic timing plans are used so that they
can provide the correct proootion of bonds and stocks in a
portfolio during a bear market or bull market whatever the
situation may be. It is a well knovm fact among expert
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4,000. 24.92
4,445 25.92
5 , 135 27.50
5,740 28.43
Total Investment
Average * At Year End
Cost Cos t Mark:et Value
35.01 i 1, 000. t 749.75.
2d. 74 5, 000. 3, 41o.y5
20.82 000. 5,434,bU.
lb. 89 13, Ouu. 10,7o6.55
lb .44 IV, 000. 22,809.20
lb .8b 21, 000. 2y,yl8.0u
17.29 25, OOO. 45,990.46
17.92 29, 000. o5,301.65
17.07 33, Ouu. 47,728.82
lb .8y 37, 000. 39,538.42
lb. 82 41, 000. 55,521.27
lb .56 45, 000. 5b, 912 .62
lb. 07 49, 000. b2,473.82
15 .43 3
,
000. 8b,712.u2
15.30 57, 000. 112,b08.97
15.23 61, 000. 154,243.97
14.60 b5, 000. 240,259.37
13.42 b9. Ooo. 233, 212. b7
12.69 75, 000. 282,99162
Source: Arthur .Viesenberger "investment Companie s ' 1948" Page 4b
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investors that during periods of oear market one should
purchase stcok and sell bonds which at the time are selling
at premium. The opoo-^ite is true in a bull rr.arket everyone
is exoectinsr p;rea'. orofits durln;? this inflationary period
and as results people Did up the price of st03k3 and depress
the price of bonds Thus the wise investor using an invest-
ment formula timing plan sells his stock and invests in bonds
which are selling it low prices. The use of a timing plan
allows an i-'vestor to take part cf a profit in his securities,
which at the moment are selling at a premium, rather than wait
for the Deak of the m-rket an" sell. True If he waited to
sell at the peak his profits would oe larger, yet very few
investors can predict the turning point. Large invest ent
trusts rather than try to predict the market turning point
use the automatic timing plan beint" content ^'ith the results
a
"I a loaf is better than none at all.
The various types of automatic formula plans are as
follows
:
1, Constant Ratio Plan
The Yale Plan
2. Variable Plan
The Vassar Plan
The Three Step Plan
The Seven Step Plan
The Constant Ratio Plan
This plan is based uoon the following conditions:
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1. I'lh'xt percentage of the total assets shall the
co:nmon stock in the portfolio oe?
2. What percentage of total assets shall the bonds
in the portfolio be?
3. After the normal portfolio is determined abcve,
the investment manager mu;-t determine how much
the market must change before either tha oonds
or common stock are sold.
When the stock market moves upv/ard to the predeter-
mined percentage enough common stock is sold and oonds are
bought to return the portfilio to its ori^tinal ratio. An
example of the constant ratio method is the Yale plan. This
plan allov/s for a norm.al ratio of 30 percent com.mon stock and
70 percent bonds or preferreds. ilow if the market goes up
so that the stcclis are said to be 40 percent of the total
value of the fund, enough common stock is sold so as to reduce
the common to 35 percent of the total fund. With a decline
in the '"^arket the ooDOsite is true, when the common stock
reaches 20 percent of the fund enough bonds are sold and
common bought to increase the common position to 25 percent
of the ^'und
,
The constant ratio plan shov/s only a modest improve-
ment over the buy and hold system unless very volatile securi-
ties are used. If the variations in ratio is not spaced apart
far enough it merely guarantees the sales of some securities
in a rising T.arket and a purchase of some in a falling m.arket.
II
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A hypothetical case which is illustrated in Arthur
Wiesenber^'.er "Investment Companies 19'^£" shov/s the results
of the constant ratio plan compared to the ouy and hdld system.
According to this illustration an investor having iplOO,000.
purchased ;|50,000. worth of stock of two investment companies
under a 50-50 ratio. As one oorocration the Carriers
G-eneral Corporation is listed as a corporation v7ith lov/ lever-
age while the o-h^r corooration U. 3. Foreign has a moderate
leverage factor. The remaining capital of -^^50,000. is kept
in cash for reser/es. Kow in the illustration belowwe see
that when stock prices declined to 13 percent of the total
investments purchases were made and when the securities advanced
15 percent sales were made. The eleven years results shoves
that the use of the current ratio plan over buy and hold
system v/ould have resulted as of December 31, 19^7 a^ith the
constant ratio plan users with a portfolio v^orth :?76,640. more
than 3uy and hold system portfolio.
Elevoi Year Results of : aintaining 50-50 Constant Ratio
Carriers & General U . 3 . & Foreign
Starting value 12/3l/,36 J 100,000. | 100,000.
Total Value 12/31/^7 123,450. 185,200.
Total Value of 3uy
& Hold 12/31/47 101,210. 128,800.
Difference in portfolio
as of 12/8/47 22,240. 56,400.
Source: A.rthur Vfeisenberger ' s "Investment Companies 194£" Pa^e 51
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The differenoe listed percentagewise use has resulted
in a 22 percent gain for the constant ratio users in the Carriers
G-eneral case while in the more speculative U. 3. & foreign it
was a 44 percent gain for the constant ratio users.
Variable ratio method
- The variable ratio plan a 'iomplicatecl but essentially
more effective formula timing plan is based upon a predetermined
market index. This index is considered as the normal, and the
portfolio's composition is established by the management at
this normal, 'fhen the market index either rises or falls to
a oredetermined new level the stock promotions of the port-
folio are decreased or increased vrhile the bond propotions
are vrorked the opposite. In this way the ratio of stocks and
oonds to the portfolio are changed only because of the market
fluctuations of the index. There are said to be several
variations of the variable ratio method. The follov^ing is a
list of the various plans:
1 . Vassar plan
2. Three step plan Tor income & grov/th
3 . Seven step plan for capital growth
The Vassar Plan
This plan uses a^ its normal market level the median
line c f a predetermined 50 year trend line of Dow Jones
industrial averages. This trend line 3how.i an average grov/th
of 2 Toercent per year ard largely ignored in the compilation
of the trend line the m;rket period of 1941-45, because of
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the vmr. Under this plan no st^ock is bou ht while the market
level is above normal and no stock is sold v/hile the market
level is below normal.
(1)
In 1948 the median line was said to be 153 . At
this level the stock fund was 50 percent invented in common
stocks . When the level rose 10 percent above the average
level, the common stocks were sold until at 203 the fund was
100 percent in fixed income securities. The opposite was
true when the index dropned 10 percent oelow the normal, the
common stock oropotion vras increased until at 112 the fund
was 100 percent invested in common stc^k.
This plan has been criticized as being too conserva-
tive because in its 9i ye?,r3 of operation to DeceTiber 31, 194?
the fund showed a 27 percent gain compared with a 35 percent
^ain ?or the Do'f Jones Industrial Average l:o stocks are
bou.'s-ht under thi3 plan while the market level is above the
normal level, and no stocks are sole vrhen the market index
is below the normal This makes the Vassar plan differ from
the folloi^ing two ^lans which continues to purchase and sell
cor.mon stocks at almost any level of the market.
The Three Step Plan
This plan and the seven step plan is designed to stan-
dardize the operation of the variable ratio plan and also meet
the two investment objectives of income and capital aopreciation.
Under the three steo plan the management has used as a
-Tjeasure of the stock rarket action the Dow Jones Industrial
Average from 1897-1948. From this measure of 51 years a trend
(1) Arthur Weisenberger "Investm.ent Companies 1948 Page 94
1\
i
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line has been developed and project :d over the next five years.
The trend line has been split into three zones. The middle
area of the zones is ccnsidered as the median line much the
sanie as the Vassar media: . line except that under the three
step plan the area of the median or normal is much v/ider than
the seven step plan.
Thus yj looking at chart 3 on the following page
vre see tiiat the normal or -redian zone rests between '50 to
226. This zone is Imovm as the m.idile area The area above
22'- is knovm as the high area ani the area below 150 is known
as the lov/ area. These 3 areas give rise to the tern the
three step plan.
Under the three step plan half of the fund is
invested in the different type cf securities that are primarily
suitaole fcr incom-s such as high and mediun grade jonds and
income producing stocks. This oorticn cf the fund is not
affect-rrd at any ti'ie oy the oper'-iticn of the olan.
The other half cf the fund, hov/ever, is the important
one It iG split up into two units, Unit A which represents
1/3 and is composed of high grade Ponds while Unit 3 represents
?/3 of the fund and is composed o low price Dcnds and low
"orice common stocks, depending on the leve^ of the average.
Under thi - plan when the Tiarket moves above the Dow
Jones Industrial Averaf?e of 22 a maximum conservative
pcsiticn is sought Unit A is composed of hi:-h and better
grade bends while Unit 3 is composed of low price bonds.
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However, v/lien the Do^' Jones Average moves dovmward froT; the
228 average to 172 the composlticn of the fund is as follows:
Unit k is changed frcm high and better grade bonds
to cyclical preferred and co^nmon stocks while Unit 3 has no
Chan e at all.
If the --:arket average moves to a still lower position
say l49 and below, the fund compositicn is as follows:
Unit A is unchan~ed frcm its previous position found
in 172 V7hile Unit 3 is changed from lov/ priced oonds to low
price-i stocks.
\Jhen the Do-'; Jones Average is between 150 to 227
which i3 known as the middle area positi n the fund composition
is as follows:
Unit A has cyclical oreferred and common stock vfhile
Unit 3 has low priced ocnds . In a rising market the formula
is v/crked the op osite to what has been previously explained.
This plan wai originated ard desi'Tied by the
Keystone Custodian Funds. It is not possible tc compute the
results cf this plan as its existe ce is too short at the
present time. However, the perraanent holdings of half of the
fund in income securities vrlthcut the need of withholding a
cash reserve or its equivalent gives the user a plan that not
cnly gives a fixed income out an allowance for capital appre-
ciation in the portfolio.
The Seven 5teo Plan
The seven step plan derives its name fron seven zones
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that exist in chart 3. The ^.ones were found oy taking a
logari^hmio chart of Dow Jonos inv.ustrials and drawing a straight
line thoup^h the bottom of the bear markets since 1897 and another
straight line through the approximate top of bull markets since
(1)
1897.
This broad channel is split up into 5 zones which
with the zone above and below the channel give 7 zones or the
so called seven step plan,
Wnen the Dow Jones industrial average rests between
173 and 19'? the plan is said tc be in Itz median or norraan
zone. In Lhis zone the fund composition is said to be
split 50 percent in stocks and 50 percent in bonds. A list
below p:ive3 -he even zones and he recommended percenta^^e
of stocks and oond s to be held in each zone.
Zone Dow Jones I-idus. Average % in Stocks % in Bonds
1 Under 130 90 10
2 131-150 80 20
3 151-172 65 35
4 173-198 50 50
5 199-227 35 65
6 228-261 20 80
7 262- 10 90
Every 90 day interval the fund is examined and if the market
avera~e has char.ged zones the ratio of stocks to bonds is
corrected for the zone that the market average is now in.
3ay for instance if an examins.tion the market average was 169
instead of 175 then the stock to bond ratio vrould be changed
from 50-50 to 65-35 respectively.
14
A hypothetical result of the seven stop plan 'or the
25 year period from 192^ throu -h 19^1-6 shows that a spl,000,000.
fund operated in 1922 would have grown to |3, 700, 000. For
a fund to have used the olan in 1937-19'^6 t .e fund would fid
(1)
its Aock portion increased oy TOpercent.
Thus the seven step plan allov/s for greater apprecia-
tion in capital with a sacrifice of a fixed income that the
three step plan is assured of.
The variable ratio plan thus shovfs its advantage over
the constant ratio because it orovides a grater protection
when the market is in the higher zones and greater opoortunitie
when the market is in the lower zone to allow the investment
m nagers purchase stocks at the lowest prices.
Who Use the Plan
As we said before the practical users of the ratio
timinf, plans have been the college endowments groups and
some inves'ynent companies. Keystone Custcdian ?unds recently
admitted using tvro such plans of the variable ratio method
technique. It is hard, however to determine how many companies
are usinf.- formula timing miethods to reduce the hazardous job
of guessing the right time to buy or sell.' There are no
available figures as investr.ent companies are reluctant to
give out this information.
(1) '*:uccessful Investing Formulas" by Lucille Tomlinson
published by Barren's Publi Uiing Com.pany 19^7 Page 112

CHAPTER V
EXPENSES AND EARNINGS
In discussing the expenses of the im'^estment
companies one ^an briefly say that over a long period of time
the companies as a ^roup have shoi^rn a fairly steady average
although the expense ratios of the individual companies have
varied considerably.
An examination of the table on the follovring page
reveals that expense ratios of eleven closed end companies
for the period 1929-19^8. The ratio of expenses to cash in-
come for this period averaged l4.04 percent and the expense
ratios of expenses to net asset revealed 70 percent. This
tends to prove tnat the average expense ratios of the closed
end companies have been rather steady.
Hov;ever the importance of these expense ratios in
the analysis of an investment ^omiDany has been rather v/idely
(1)
ouestioned. Alex 3rock Stevenson says:
"Such ratios are of little value in ao oral sing
the value of management where it is results
that coLtnt besides anyone v;ho will take
the trouble tc arrange a substantial numoer
of companies in the cr:''er cf tasir expense
ratios for any given oeriod will find t ey do
not turn cut to be arranged in the order of
the'r investment per orrance."
Analysts in general believe that investment companies
can operate effectively vrith the ratio of expenses to cash
income and ratio of expenses to net assets tc be 12 percent
and 2 0 of 1 percent respectively.
Earnings
The earninas of investment companies are derived
(l) 'Investment Oompany Shares" by Alec 3rock Stevenson
published by Fiduciary Puolishers, Inc. of New York, 19^7

Tablo 3
Average Expense Ratios of 11^ Investment Companies
Year Ratio of Expenses to Net Assets
Total Cash Income
1947 13.71% 0.62^
1946 12.96% .51%
ly4b 13.14% .44%
1944 12.02% . 54%
1943 11.79% .60^
1942 11.31% .73%
I94rl 11.38% .88%
1940 12 .90?^ .78%
1939 15.39% .o9%
1938 18 .88% .b7%
1937 l4.Ul% .99%
193d 14.20^ .60^
1935 16.24% .55%
1934 16.67^ .75%
1933 19.12^ .82%
1932 15.07^ .99^
1931 13 .32^ 1.09^
1930 12.08^ .75%
1929 12.65% .42^
Average ratio
for the period. 14.04% .70^
-::-The Companies are Adarrs Express, American European
Securities, American Internatio::al, Blue Ridge, Capital Adm.lnis
f
tration. Carriers and General, General American, Lehman
(-Corporation, i\!iarrara Shares Corp., Selected Industries,
and U. S. and Foreign Securities Corp.
Source: Standard k Poor's Industry Survey-
Easic Analysis of ''Investment Companies"
Oct. 3, iy4b Pa-e ik;-7
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from (l) invest-nent in'jome that is composed of dividends and
interest received frcin the securities held as assets and (2)
from the gain in the sale o ' securities. Durin'-r the 1930*3
the T.qjor position of earnings from most investment companies
I'lere derived from the capital gains made in the sale of
securities. The reasons for this can easily be seen because
at that time stock prices of many first class industries were
ridiculously low. Thus when the market began to rise the
sale of stocks produced large profits for the investment
trusts. During this period the earnings of the trusts were
reported to have averaged 8 percent of the companies' resources.
The trend since 1945 however, has been to lean
towards investment income rather tlian capital gain. Table
shows the average earnings gained from investm.ent income
of 30 closed end companies. The ratio of gross income to
net assets was 4.6 percent vrhile the Standard & Poor's average
was S.Spercent, However, when one considers that few invest-
Tient companies have their entire fund fully invested whereas
the Standard & Poor's Index is calculated on a fully invested
position the return is said to be very good.



Table 4
1947 income Results of 3u Closed End Companies
Company Gross Income Net Asset % Gross Income
1947 1946 Avera/re m 1947 1947 1946
Adams Express Co. t? 1,714,950.; 809, 697. -:f 43
J
,585
,
000. 3.9^ 3.5%
American Cities Light 1 ,913,815« 2, 274, 625. 2b,,056 ,000. 7.3 6.V
Am.erican European Sec, 557,341. 581, Sol. llj,487 ,000. 4.9 4.3
American General Corp. J. 1, 378, 618. 32,,831 ,000. 3.0
American International 760,786. ouo
.
,
O c70 ,000. 3.7 3.7
American Superpower 134,316. 326, 222* llj,027 ,000. 1.2 2 .0
Atlas Corp. 3 ,07^76U. 2, 750, 835. 67j,341 ,000. 4.6 3.4
Blue Ridge Corp. 1,742,bU0
.
1, 911, 643. 36j,236 ,000. 4.1 3 .y
Capital Adm.inis tration O OO , O ±.(C • 320, 046 7,,623 ,000. 4.8 4.0
Carriers az General 390,099 . OO I f 00*k • , i7 y D ,000. 4.9 4.6
Consolidated Investment 1,650,975 1, 242, 499. 25, 614 , 000. AD .4 4 .5
Equity Corp. 446,917. 2, 450, 258. 21, 048 ,000. 2.1 9.5
General American Inv. 1,597,370. 1, 527, 714 36 3 587 ,000. 4.4 4.0
General Public Service 221 055. 21b, 423. 4,,925 ,000. 4.5 3.9
General Share Holdings 1,061,865 . 4'/n , >.-' j» ,000. 5.1 4.5
1 r'\ wi v>ijuiimrin uorp
.
4,225,119. 3, 7b9, 415. 98, 722 ,000. ^ . O o .o
National Aviation 186, 847. 237, 177. 7, 458',000. 2.5 2.2
National Bond c-. Share 447,057. 426, 243. 10, 086 .000. 4.4 3.8
ll
e
\m out Vming Corp. ft 2, 627, 681. 73, b'33 ,000. 4.1
Niagara Share Corp. 779,571. 'Al A. •790 Q9 A ,000 3.7 3.4
North American Invest. 281,951. 231, 619. 5, 645 , ooo. b .0 6 .8
Pacific American Invest . 909,920. 774, 364. 15, 626 ,000. 5.8- 4.5
Penrood Corp. 2 ,667,435. 1, 878, 438. 47, 415',000. b .6 3.8
t'etroleumj Corp. 538,895. 476, 475. 637"
,
Ooo. 4.8 4.5
Railway & Light Sec* 489,222. 492, 66b • 10, ly5
,
000. 5.1 4.3
Selected Industries 2 ,297^34. 2,09^002. 44, 488 ,000. 5.2 4.4
Tri Contenental Corp. 2 ,481328. 2, 028, 917. 48, 852", uoo. 5.1 ^3.8
United Corporation 4, Dbo,443. 3, 061, 095. 111, d35",000. 4.2 2.7
U. S. & Poriegn Sec. 1, 631,128. 1, 407, 403. 50, 388 , 000 . 3.2 2.6
U. S. Industrial Sec^ 1, o28,9b0. 1, 37b,9o2. 3d, 409 ,000. 4.5 3.7
Combined Companies ^ 44, 023,345. ? 40, 743, 942. i 967, 4S5 ,000. 4.6 3.8
Dowe Jones Composite Stock blo/o 4.4;%
Standard Poors 90 Stock 5.5% 4/2%
Source: Arthur Vyiesenberger, "Investment Company" Page 98

CHAPTER VI
iitvs3t:^ent AC counting method
The analysis of investment trust accounting methods
is important to any v/ise investor. The lack: of uniformity
in the method of calculating any profit or loss on tne sale
of securities has been one of the main problems. There are
three methods that are used for calculating the results of
completed security'' sales, these are: ^'^^
1. The first in first out method
2. The specific cost
3. The average cost.
The first in first out method assigns the cost
of the security sold to those identified as being first
acquired. The remaining securities are valued at the cost
of the goods most recently acquired. The advantages of
using this method are two fold. First by charging the
security with those identified with the first purchases the
company is trying to get tne benefit of the capital gain rule
v/hich states that 5u percent of any capital gain or loss held
more than six months is allowed to be reported. Second, in
times of depression the use of the first in first out method
tends to snow a larger profit.
The specific cost method itemizes the cost of each
100 share unit sold and assigns to each share the actual cost
of that share. This method requires extensive records to be
Kept as
-co actual cost of the shares and as to the identifi-
cation of the date of purchase to determine whether or not
(1) Loftus, John A. "Investment Trust Management," John HopHi:
Press Page kiu
I
the sale is a long or short term capital gain or loss.
The average cost method is computed by taking as
cost the average purchase price of all units of that one
security now held by the investment company. This method
eliminates detailed records of the cost of unit purchases
and the date purchased.
Different trusts use these dil'ferent m.ethods
although in the long run no matter v/hat method is used the
end result will be the same. Hov/ever, what does make a
difference has been the practice of some trusts to change
their methods regarding inventory from year to year and so
distorting the long run picture.
Classification of Accounts
Investment trust accounts are reasonably few in
comparison with other large corporations of similar size.
A breakdown of an investment company balance sheet reveals
tne following accounts: Cash and Government Securities,
Bonds, Preferred StocK, Common Stock, investments in
Subsidiary, Current Liabilities, Bonds Payable, Preferred
Stock, Common Stock and Surplus Reserves.
Cash and Government Securities include the total
cash on hand or deposited at banks and all United States
Government securities held by the investment company. These
government securities may be readily liquidated without too
much loss in principal and because of tnis are considered m
the same light as cash.
Ii
Bonds usually includes all bonds held by the
investment companies. They may be debts of public utilities,
private industry, or of states or local municipalities.
Some of these bonds may be mortgage bonds or debentures such
as the American Telephone and Telegraph that lack any security
because of their fine record in the past.
Preferred stocks are assets of investment: companies
in tnat they are pari; of their portfolio* The preferred
stock may be composed of public utility or private industry.
Preferred stock usually guarantees holders that in the event
of liquidation unless otherwise stated the preferred stock-
holders have prior rights after all debts have been paid.
Preferred stocks are assumed to have prior rights to all
dividends declared. Unless It is otherwise stated in the
charter, courts have ruled that all preferred stocks are
cumulative meaning before any declared dividend is paid to
common, preferred stockholders must receive their share of
the current dividend plus any unpaid dividends of prior years.
Common Stock represents the basic ownership in
corporations. Generally common stockholders are assumed to
have control over the corporation by their power of voting.
Holdings in common stocK of the investment companies are split
up into public utility industrial, railroads and financial
industries
,
Investment in subsidiaries represents control by
investment companies of certain companies. The general
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priced situations and throui];h active management help the
companies "back on their feet. Once this is accomplished
the investment company partially or fully withdrav/s from
the company. For example Atlas Corporation sold 400 thousand
shares of R. K. 0. to Howard Hughes and v/ithdrew from
management control of the firm.
Current liabilities of investment company mtay be
classified as current debts of the company that m.ust be paid
within the fiscal year. It is said to be composed of notes
receivable, or bank loans which are issued for a short space
of time ranging from oO days to 1 to 1^- years. The interest
cost is usually very low running from 2 to 3 percent per
a nnum
,
Bonds Payable are fixed liabilities that are pay-
able over a period of tim.e that is longer than the fiscal
year. Interest rate on bonds usually average from. 2 to 2 7/8
percent. Open end investment companies are forbidden to have
a funded debt.
Preferred Stock and Common Stock were explained
before except that now we are talking about the investment
company's stock instead of the common and preferred stock of
other companies that the investm.ent companies held.
Ratio Analysis
There are certain ratios that the analyst uses in
his examination of investment companies. These are a break-

down of the total assets into the several classes: ratio of
cash and government securities to the total assets, preferred
stock to the total assets, bonds to the total assets and
common stock to the total assets. As to v;hat percentage
constitutes the acceptable standards in each case it is hard
to say because of the ratio of total assets changes during
the business cycles. For example the ITew England trusts of
all types that represent something like 45 percent of all
investment trusts^''"' in the United States increased their
cash and government securities from 4. perce^it in 1947 to
3.8 percent in 1948. The bonds decreased frorr. 17.7 percent
to l'«d.7 percent and preferred holdings from 14.8 percent in
1947 to 8.8 percent in 1948, while common stock holdings rem.ain
ed the same at 70. b percent. These ratios are the most
important ones on the analysis of financial statement coupled
with the leverage ratio that may exist. The leverage factor
tells what the percentage gam or loss in total assets the
common stockholders receive through the use of bank loans or
a funded debt. This ratio is important to an analyst in
order to determ.ine whether or not the company is too specula-
tive or not. The e-:rning power ratio of the investment trust
Gom.panies is important and is determined by dividing the earn-
ings or investm.ent company by the value of the stock. A ratio
of 16 to 20 times earnings has been considered by many as a
reasonable return.
(1) Federal Reserve Bank of Boston "I^onthly Review" October
1948 Page 7

other important factors to he analyzed are the
increase in net assets of the year that was described in the
chapter on Management Analysis} the composition of income
is very important as it reveals whether the trend in the
industry is to~/ards investment income or capital gain.
Of all the ratios and other factors analyzed the
most important is the Dreakdovm of the portfolio composition
and the analysis of earnings as they indicate the trend of the
investm.ent policy and the results of such a policy.
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CHAPTER VII
REGULATIONS OF IWE3T:-.EI^^T COMPANIES
3aGkg:round to regulation
In lookin back at the past, one Tails to wonder
why people did not demand the control of the past reveals
that as far Dack as 19^5 early warnin;^s were given to the
public about the need for regulations. Such disclosures
were sent out in 1928 by chairman Louis T. Mc Fadden and
Representative Wingo of the House Committee on Banking and
Currency in a resolution callin.'x for the regulation of
(1)
investment trusts. Weaknesses such as the unloading of
securities by affiliated houses on investment trusts,
high pressure salesmanship on small investors, failure to
diversify, inadequate acoountinp; methods, over speculation
and secrecy of the oortfolio composition were pointed out
in the need for the regulation of investment trusts.
The National Association of Securities Commissioner
in 1927 authorized the appointment of a committee on investment
trusts which after a year recommended that the state securities
laws oe tightened to protect the purchasers of trust securities
from defective or fraudalent issues by establishing standards
as to type of securities issued, qualified personnel, minimum
investment, protective charter provisions, and adequate and
honest information to oros-oective purchasers as requisites for
^
'
^ (2)
permission to sell securities within the states.
(1) HA.RWOOD AND BLAINE, "Investment Trusts and Investors x^unds"
Page 31
(2) NATICriAL ASSOCIATION GF SECURITIES OOMISSIONER,
"Report on Investment rrust" 1929.
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However, the investigation that caused the moat far
reaching effect on the public mind was the New York Attorney
(1)
G-eneral's report. As a result of his survey, Mr. Ottinger
recommended legislation be enacted to vest the control over
investment trusts in the 3tate banking Department with powers
to withhold corporate charters and to prescribe and examine
accounts and reports. This was designed to prevent improper
persons from organizing and managing trusts and to promote a
general adherence to practices followed by the iritish Trusts,
These practices included reasonable costs of raising capital,
a ban on buying on the margin, short selling, pool manipulations,
regulation of management practices considered unethical;
x)ublication of the market values of the portfolio. Yet, again
it ha"opened, despite Cttinger's warning of correcting the
trust "While the horse is still in the barn," the bill failed
to pass.
However, the New York Stock Exchange was not sleeping
during this time and as far back as 1924 it passed a resolution
threatning to punish any member found to be associated with
any investment trust co^ipany that did not effectively protect
the investors interest.
In 1929 when investment trust securities were allowed
to be traded on the exchange the following information had to
oe filed by the firms:
1. Identity of Management
2. Amount of ccrpensation paid to m.anagement
3. Cr^ranization expenses
(1) Aloert Cttins^er and T. J. Shear "Investment irust Report"
(2) New York ^tock Exchange-Durst "Analysis and Hanbook of
Investment Trusts" Page 369
I
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4. Funded debt
5. Commission charges on portfolio purchases
6. Protection afforded to non-voting stock
7. Publicity of portfolio and market values
6. Auditor certificates
9. Consolidated statements
10. Dividend payments
The effect of these listing requirements for
admittance was not so great oecause many co -panies sold large
amount of securities in the over the counter market rather
than submit to regulation by the ex-)han e.
Finally the poor results and malpractices of some
Investment corpanies during the period of the thirties coupled
with the growing influence of government control in the
industry led to :,he establishment of the Commission on
Investment Tru=ts and Investment cmpanies which conducted an
exhaustive survey costing over |5000,000 covering studies
of 1272 invest trusts companies for a period of 9 years.
This report found alm.ost 8 billion dollars invested
in securites of all types of investment trusts from 1927-1935.
Cf this amount 3 billion dollars was lost. The report further
revealed that of 1272 investment co: panies of all types only
559 investment co -panies were still in existence in 1936.
Thus a casualty rate of 56^ was too high said the Securities
Exchange Commission.
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Although the need of legislation to oar ijnsound
practices was recognized by the leaders of the industry
as well as by the Securities Exchancce Commission, there
was a considerable difference of opinion between the tv^o groups
about the nature and extent of restrictions v;hich should be
placed upon investment trusts. There was a large measure of
cooperation between the two fro;n thebeginning of the
Congressional hearings on the regulation of trusts. Conferences
were held with members of the investigating committee and
of 100 trust companies. After completion of the investigation
the Conp-ressional --ornmittee received the proposals and
recommendations of the Go-nvittee of National Investment
GomDanies which represented over 33 closed and open companies,
^ ' (1)
with assets estimated at over 2/5 of a billicn dollars,
^fhen the bill was first presented to the house the
members of the investment trusts cried that the legislation
went much further than necessary to prevent future abuses;
that it was unneccessarily restrictive, and that its provisions
v/-ere vague and uncertain. lecause of these objections raised
by industry the Senate House do-^-mittee sat dovm with
representatives o" the industry and the results of this
cooperation was the Investment "-"ompany Act of 1940.
Invest. Company Act of 1940
The act defines as an investment company as an
individual
(l) Business '//eek May 12, 1940.
i
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or company that has capital Issues outstanding that is
primarily invests in securities. i'he investment companies
are divided into three principal classes:
1. Investment trusts of face ar-ount certificates
2. Unit investment trusts
3. Management company
The first type company issues certificates which
provide for oeriodic payments durin;; an extended period
of time with the understanding that a certain agreed sum
will be paid to the certificate holder on the maturity of
the certificate.
The second type, the unit investment trusts is
organized under a trust indenture or similar contract
having no directors and issues only redeemable securities
each of which represents an undivided interest in a block
of specified securities.
The third type, the management company is defined
by the act as, "any investment co^ppany other than a face
amount certificate company or a unit investment trust, "
The mana^'ement co-npany is further divided into open end
and closed end con^panies. The open end company agrees to
redeem its securities and has no restriction as to
issuance of nev/ securities. The open end conrpany agrees to
redeem its securities and has no restriction as to
iffuance of new securities. The closed end is the opoosite,
it has a fixed total capitalization and does not agree to
redeem, its securities. -^he management company is further
divided into diversified and undiversi fled ccmpanies.
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Diversified companies are said to have 75/^ of its assets in
cash and securities, and the investment in any one company
does not exceed 5/^ of the trusts assets or 10% of the issuing
company voting securities.
The reg-jlation of the investment companies is
accomplished through a provision which does not force the
investment trusts to register with the 3.^.0., but by
for iddinr; unregistered companies the use of the U.. 3.
Mail fir the purchase or sale of securities the conpanies
are corr.pelled to register.
Registration Requirements
The registration requirements of the act require
all registered companies to disclose their policy with respect
to the type of comany they plan to fol ow . This policy can
not be changed unless stockholders have consented to the
chan~e. This prevents mana-ement from damaging the interest
of stockholders through manipulative practices. The act does
not guarantee to regulate investment policies; it only requires
that full 'disclosure of information be made to the puolic.
The fcllo^ring inform.ation is required v/ith the filing
of the registration statement:
1. Statem.ent of the policy
2. Informatior, on diversification of investr^ents
3. Participation in underwriting activities
4. Purchases of real estate
5. -sorrowing money
6. Issuance of senior securities
7. Portfolio turnover.
I!
I
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Failure to file a correct statement will result in
suspension of the company's registration and its operation,
Cne o' the principle parts of the bill is the
elimination o' a registered company's mana:7-8raent of certain
individuals and organizations. Under this provision the
board of director:^, shall not have more than 60^ of its members
com.posed of investment advisers or officers of the investment
company. No officer or trustee, director or employee of the
trust can be associated vrith the underwriting of the investment
company's securities, unless, a majority of the ooard of
directors is not cornected with the principal undervjriter
.
This provision was passed to prevent the abuse of maxiumum
commissions and the use of investment trust funds for officer^'
and directors' private profit.
Interlocking relationship v;ith comercial banks
are also controlled. Ko investment company cav have as a
rrajority o' its ooard of directors, officers or directors
of any bank. Existing relationships were notdisturoed but
no further increases were allowed.
Transactions between affiliated persons to aid
the person disoose of certain issues of securities ar©
forbidden
.
This closed the so-called self dealings between
investment bankers and investment trusts.
Officers, directors and stockholders holding more
than 10% of any class of outstanding securities of closed
end companies were required to report monthly on completed
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transactions in their investment company securities and were
made liable for any orofits made on those securities held
v;ithin six months.
Registered companies vrere prohibited from carrying
on the f cllov:in:"-, activities:
1. Purchasing on the margin
2. Participating in joint trading accounts
3. Pyramiding of investment companies
4. Changing the investment policy oC the
company without the consent of the majority
of stockholders
5. Estaolishinn; a trust -rith a net -orth less
than $100,000.
Security Holders Rights Over I'^ianagement
Under the section in this act voting trusts v/ere
abolished and "Circular 'ownership" which enabled management
to retain control of tv/o or more companies by having each
company own large blocks of voting securities in other
companies \^a,3 prohibited. The proxy rights of security
holders and its procedure was placed under the control of the
^
All contracts with advisory services had to be in
writing and approved by a majority ol the votina stock-
holders. These contracts were requirel to be specifically
approved each year by the directors an security holders.
They were terT:inabl3 without penalty upon oO days notice by the
company upon action of the board of directors.
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All directors had to be elected the majority of
votinp: stockhollers . conmon stock could oe issued oelow
its net asset value to outsiders without the consent oC the
stockholders
.
This prevents the dilution o ' existin^t stockholder's
equity for the benefit of outsiders. All closed end
securities must oe repurchased through the medium of open market
and thus prevents any manipulations or malpractices oeln^^ carried
out by management heads
.
The Capital itru-^ture
The minimum capital or net worth oT a registered
investment trust must not be less than |lOC,000,
Funded debts created by closed end comoanies
must oe covered three times by asset while preferred stock
must be covered by tvrice the aT;ount of assets. Payments of
cash dividends are forbidden if the proposed payment
reduces the asset coverage below the minimum require "^ents
stated above. In the event asset coverages declino below
100,^ holders of bonds of the company may oe entitled to
elect at least a majority of the directorate until the
asset coverage is llOl. Preferred stockholders have the
right to ele3t at least two directors at all times.
Another step towards a consevativs capital structure
is the provision f or )i'^din=T the purchase of more than a
normal percentage cf votin-? securities of other investment
comoanies. Thus no company will foolishly use its assets
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trying to gain control of another Investment company.
however li control did exist oefore the act it is allowed to
continue to do so.
Cpen end companies formed after the act are limited
to a sins-.le capital structure. However, it may be allowed
to secure Dank loans from time to time, while funded debts
are strictly forbidden. Any companies having a multiple capital
structure oefore the act was puolished were allowed to remain.
Yet, any refundinj' of senior securities by such companies must
be refunded oy bank loan3. -i^his law has eventually caused many
open end companies to replace their multiple capital structure
with a oincle caoital structure.
Stock 'farr?,nt3
Because of the aouse of the option warrant by the
investmsnt mana.^ers, the act of 19'^0 makes it unlav/ful to issue
warran'.s except to security holders of the company and for
a period not lon"er than thrse months.
Dividend ^^ayments
Dividend payments may be made only from the follov/ing
sources
:
1. -^o::pany's accumulated undistributed net income
2. The company's net income for the current or
precedin:?, Tiscal year.
Trusts may not declare a dividend from any other source,
unless, the facts are fully disclosed. The regulation on cash
(1)
dividends were mentioned before.
Financial Statement Requirements
(1) See Chapter on Dividends
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All registered investment companies must file
comprehensive reports with the 3. E.G. and send reports
to the stockholders, at least twice a year. These reports
shall contain a valance sheet, income statement v/hich ^-ontains
a breakdown of the catogory o income and expense accounts
that represent more than 5,^ of total income and expense,
an itemized surplus statement, the composition of the
portfolio as tc quanity an-i m.a:ket value; compensation
paid to manascement , list of all purchases and sales of
securities durin,^ the fiscal year. All reoorts must be
prepared by an independent certified ouolic accountant
who shall have been chosen by
.-the~ "majority of the board
of directors not having any affiliation or relations
with other companies and are not officers or investment
advisers. failure to comply with these requirements brings
heavy penalties similar to that passed by Securities Act of 1933.
The Results of 3.S.3. Regulation
The investment act of 19^0 although in the beginning
aroused many bitter controversies betv^een congressional
investic^.ators and leaders of the industry, they all now agree
it has
:
1. Discouraged the irresDonsiole elements
who formerly used it as a means of
speculation fro-n entering the field
2. I!onfirmed sound fiduciary standards of
conduct in the field
3. Led to increased public respect and
confidence in the entire field.
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State .\ep;ulatlon3
Prior to the -oassage of the Inveitment -'orapany
Act of 19^0 the majority of States had no laws that
specifically regulated investment companies. All investment
companies that :old security issues in the States were
required to file the same information that industrial
CO' panies selling similar securities were required to file.
However with the passage of the Investment Act of 19^-0
by the federal G-ovemment three states, Chio, Minnesota, and
New Hampshire passed what is nov; imown as the "Q" regulations.
:
These Regulations went to the heart of the fram.e work of in-
vestment corpanles that were to je allowed to be qualified
in these three states. Many of the Re3;ulations have been
included in the -'""ederal Act, out also a s^ood many of the
requirements of the 0,-3 Regulations were not. Thus one who |'
wants to qualify or form an investment company with the purpose
of qualifying for sale in Chio must adhere to 0,-3 Regulations,
The 0-3 Regulations
|
r
The Q-3 Regulations were originally proposed by the
|
National Association of Securities Commissioners at their i
Convention held in 1939. The 0-3 Regulations were adopted by 1
•-hio during the same year. The regulations proposed the
ifollowing: p
1. All investment company officers and directors
are forbidden to deal on behalf of themselves with any
corporation or partnership that the officers or directors of
the investment connpanies have a financial interest in.
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Qualifications to this rule allows an investment company
to leal with a orokerage house whose oartner may oe an officer
of the trust providin?? the brokerage fee is norm.al and usual.
2. The retention of securities issued by an issuer
whose officers or directors or security holders of a large
majority are also officers or directors of a large majority
are also officers or directors of the investment company
is prohibited in the following cases:
1. One director having official connection with both
coinpanies owns more than -g of 1% of the shares recently
purchased by the investment company,
2. Cne or more directors having connections with
both companies privately, own m.ore than 5% of such shares
that the investment company purchases.
3. Officers and directors of the trust are forbidden
in participating in a long or short position In the investment
trust stocks.
4. Trust assets are forbidden to be loaned to the
investment company's sponsor, manager or officers.
5. Custodian requirements be set up with regards to
the investment securities in the portfolio, cash proceeds,
received from the sale of securities held by the trust,
or from trust issues, or investment income,
6. The requirements for the custodian are that the
bank or trust company acting as such must have a capital of
$2,CC0,000or more. The custodian is required on relinquishing
its "^uty to find another company capable of carrying on as a
custodian;
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turn over all the trust assets to such a custodian and In the
event no successor is found the investment company shareholders
be notified. In any even:, the custodian requirement still stands
and the investment companies must have one if it is to continue
to operate in Chio.
7. Custodian must keep strict account of the invest-
ment securities , cash proceeds received in the sale of invest-
ment company portfolio, or investment company securities,
or investment income in the form of dividends and interest.
8. The method of determination of asset value and
liquidating value of the trust be set up as follovrs:
1. Take the net asset value and divide it oy the
number of investment company shares.
9. Investment companies are prohibited from purchasing
a simple issue that represents more than 5^ of the total in-
vestment company's portfolio. The companies are further
prohibited from holding different issues of securities of a
same company that represent ore than 10^ of the investment
company's portfolio.
10. The purchasing of other investment trust shares
by an investment company must be carried out through open market
operation anci the ourohase cost paid to the "broker must be
normal
.
11. Investment trusts can not borrow an amount
in excess of 10,^ of its gross assets valued at cost,
12. Investment trust shares shall have an unrestricted
transfer privilege.
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13. Trust officers anri directors are forbidden to
use trust assets for buyinr/ on the margin,
14. Investment companies are prohibited from
purchasing issues of securities from a corporation that has
less than 3 years continuous existence.
15. No management contract of a trust will oe
allowed to oe amended, transferred, assigned, sold or pledged
v;ithout a consent from the majority of shareholders of the
inve stmen t c ompany
.
16. The removal of more than one half of ths officers
or directors of a trust shall require a special meeting of
stockholders for the purpose of electing new officers or
director.
17. The maximum sellintt or loadinr< charge of
investment company shares shall be 9% of the net asset value.
18. The maximum fee for repurchasing, investment com|3any
shares shall be 1% of the liquidating value,
19. Trusts must redeem shares not more than 7 full
business days after tender and at the asset value on the close
of the day the redemption was effected.
20. The investrr^ent companies must file the
following reports which must contain an independent certified
public accountant's certification:
1. Ooeration of the fund
2. Balance Sheet
3. Profit and Loss
4. Statement of amounts paid to
security dealers, le rai counsel, trans Ter agent,
custodian, and disbursing a,.ent.
m
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All such reports shall oe sent to states where
the investir.ent companies securities are sold.
21. All dividends paid out of ca-oltal gains shall
be revealed to the investment company shareholders and the
basis Oi calculation set forth.
The Effect of Q-3 Rep;ulation3
In the Q-3 Regulations although only adopted by
3 states has forced almost all the investment companies to adhere
to them very rigidly in order that they may be allowed to
operate in Ohio. The regulations along with the federal Act
has further strengthen the investment companies by casting
out the badly manar^ed companies, because where the federal
Act seemed to stop the Q-3 Regulation seemed to carry on.
The National Association of Securities Commissioners
has expressed a desire that certain regulations je applied to
sales literatures used by investment companies. The -Commissioners
want
:
1. No predections be made with regard to future
value of investment company shares.
2, Comparisons with general market sverages should oe
representative and consistent; for example, a high-grade bond
fund should not be compared with a common stock average, and tb
yardsticks for measuring performance should not, in the absence
of a major change in investment policy, be chani:ed for the
sake of convenience or temporary advantage;
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3. The periods used for making comparisons should
not be selected on the basis that they permit more favorable
comparisons than other periods. Comparisons from year to
year, or covering an economic cycle, or for periods of particular
significance to an individual company in relation to its
internal affairs, do not, generally speakinr:, seem objectionable.
The most informative test of management performance would seem
to oe one which is based on a period when the market for
comparable securities was at approximately the same level at
the beginning and at the end, having been up and dovm in the
interim;
4. A clear distinction should be made for all
purposes between distributions from net investment income
and those from capital sources. The Commissioners
recognize the importance of distributing capital gains for
tax purposes, but such capital gains distributions should
be clearly identified as such;
5. Representations or Implications as to yields
or returns should be based solely uponnet investment income.
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CHAPTER VII
CLOSED END COMPANIES
Closed end companies are companies that have no
provisions ror day to day issuance or redenptlon of the
companies' stocii. The capitalization of closed end companies
is fixed and usually may be bought on the Stock Exchange.
This chapter covers a detailed discussion of the distinguishing
characteristics of the closed end companies which are as
follows
:
1. Capital structure
2, Discount of the investment trust stock
3, Leverage factor
4. investment policies
The capital structure of many closed end companies
generally takes the multiple capital form. m a studv made
(1)
from 34 leading closed end companies in 1948 ±z was found
16 out of 34 companies or 47 percent were said to have a
multiple bond and capital stock structure, of these lb companies,
the bond liability was further split into 3 groups (1) debentures,
(2) notes payable and (3) bank loans. The total debt of the
3 groups was .$bl, 129, ouu. of which the debenture group had
5y.3 percent of it, the notes payable had 14.4 percent and the
bank loans 2o.3 percent. The study further revealed that
companies were trading on their equity for only lY.o percent
of the total liabilities and capital while «2.4 percent was
provided in the form of common and preferred stock. As a
result of this ratio the average closed end company is said
(1) Arthur Wiesenberger, "Investment Companies 1948" page 189
Ii
L
to have a favorable capital structure.
Discount of Closed End Stocks
The closed end companies for the last 20 years have
suffered a great disadvantage in the form of discount of stocks.
Many of the closed end companies stocks have sold at discounts
meaning they have sold for less than their liquidating value
if the firm ^vas dissolved at the moment of the sale. Discounts
have varied widely from 2u percent to 41 percent in 1941,
There is no set pattern at deducing the amount of discounts
from year to year oecause the basic reasons or causes for the
discounts that existed after 192^ were:
1, Large drop in net asset value of the investment
trusts
2, The failure of many investment trusts to pay a
dividend for over several years
3, The lack of faitn in investment trusts oy the
investment public.
Because of this many investment trust shares were
selling at a discount "vhich enabled Floyd Odium's Atlas
Corporation to buy all the shares of many investment companies
at a discount and liquidate the firms' asset and pocketing
the difference as profits.
An examination of the table on the following page
v/ill show that over the 7 year period 1941-1948 the average
closed end company sold at discounts ranging from 41 percent
m 1941 to 29 percent in 1947,



Table 4a Showing the Discounts of 24 Closed. End Companies
Company 1^47 1946 1945 1944 1943 1942 1941 1936
Capital xA.dm ini stration 4:3% 40^ 41% biJffo 40^
Niagara Share 49 46 37 40 48 62 65 40
ir^ennroad Corp. 42 22 5 32 33 47 56 36
U. S. S. Foreign Sec, 41 37 34 22 j:- 37
ilewmont Mining Corp# 40 37 21 2b 22 36 35 y
TriContineatal Corp. 38 39 35 31 24 28
American mternat loaal 37 41 31 34 31 39 47 27
Adam^s Express Co. 35 39 32 38 40 45 57 32
Pailway g^. Light Sec. 35 32 32 38 40 45 32 33
Pacific-American mv. 34 49 25 0 0
Carriers & General 33 38 26 29 43 41 46 37
Equity Corporation 32 14 ^# 21 •JC- 28
General Shareholding 31 36 4 4 5C- 5:- 4
American European Sec. 25 30 33 36 47 45- •/ 36
American General Corp. 26 Y 24 32 49 41 53 30
Atlas Corp.
General American Inv.
National Aviation
Blue Ridge
Petroleum Corp.
Consolidated Investment Tr.
.Mational Bond & Share
American Cities
Lehman Corp.
Ave. of Discounts
-5:-Premium
25
25
25
22
22
33
27
19
16
22
25
13
11
5:-
14
30
16-
28
20
18
15
4
0
21
18
0
14
21
20
15
7
23
20
14
29^ 29% 23% 28%
40 46 41 20
31 30 42 21
41 49 52 13
7 13
6 16 24 25
26 24 32 46
20 18 34 17
\p 3
21 15 24 13
33^ 37^ 41^ 26^
Source: Arthur Vifeisenberger "Investment Companies 1948" page 94
4
^
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This snows that tne average discount of closed end companies
has been slowly closing, meaning tJnat the investment public
must he investing more and more m investment company securities.
Standard & Foors Industry Survey dated January 1, 1949 claims
the reason why the discount has narrowed is because of the
investment companies ' creditible record for the l^st 10 years
and because of their entrenched position which has resulted
through the retirement of bank loans, funded debts and
preferred stock during the past several years
Leverage Factor
of borrowed funds used by an investor for the purpose of
investment speculation. A person trading on the margin is
using leverage when he borrows 25 percent of the investment.
In the investment trust field the leverage factor is brought
about through the use of debenture bonds, notes payable or
bank loans or preferred stock. ?/hea leverage funds are invested
in securities and bring back a large return over and above the
liquidation value of the leverage funds: the, the surplus
belongs to the common stock. Thus an illustration below will
show how the levera^^e factor can be a very lucrative investment
to the common stockholder.
Leverage is a financial term which means the amount
We have company A that has the following:
Situation C
Total Assets :
Preferred Stock
Com-mon Stock:
Total Shares
Common Outstanding
Value of common oer
Share
|5, 000.
8, DUO,
luO lOU 100
'4'^0» ^70. $0.
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In this illustration we see tnat a corporation under
situation B finds that while the total assets were increased
50 percent, the common stock was increased 350 percent through
the use of preferred stock as a leverage factor. The same
can he said for the opposite picture supposed in situation C
the asset value dropped 5u percent, it would wipe out the
common stock equity and impair the preferred stock equity
"by a reduction of 37;5- percent,
(1)
Leverage is calculated by the following m.ethod:
1, Deduct from total assets all cash and high
grade Dond investments and non speculative pre-
ferred stock that does not move with the market
2, Divide the total number of shares of common
outstanding into the difference found in step one
this gives the volatile working assets per share.
3, Divide the working assets per share figure by the
price of the stock and one will have the leverage
factor.
Thus if the working assets per share are said to be
i|20* per share and the stock is selling for $10, the leverage
factor IS said to be 2\1*
Leverage shares of closed end companies are
classified in four categories: (1) Low leverage, (2) medium,
(3) High leverage and (4) extreme levera^:'e. Low leverage is
said to exist where not more than 2u percent of the total
assets are in senior capital securities. This type of
(1) Arthur V/iesenberger "investment Companies 1943" page 37
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security Is usually held by investors for its income plus the
chance of a moderate appreciation in principal, Medium
leverage shares exist when senior securities are no more than
30 perce^it of the total assets. This type of security appeals
to the cautious type of speculator who wants a fast moving
item but not too fast ahead of tne market. The high levera^^e
type of security has senior capital which is 4u to 75 percent
of the total assets. This type of security is veiy susceptible
to the market fluctuations and it is strictly used by
speculators for its leverage factor. The leverage factor for
this type of security ranged from 4 to 1 to 8 to 1 for the
year ending 1948.^"'"^ The most extreme leverage group usually
finds itself without asset value at all. The prime reason
people invest in this group ig the potential participation
in the working assets of the company. It provides a greater
participation in the company's working asset then the high
leverage shares do. However, one thing should be kept in mind
a large deficit values does not mean high leverage exists or
neither does lov/ prices indicate the existence of high leverage.
Because of the multiple capital structure the leverage factor
exists and gives the closed end companies a distinguishing
characteristic,
Investm.ent Policies
Investment policies of closed end companies may run
from the very conservative type which includes only high grade
(1) Arthur Viesenberger , "Investment Companies 1948" Page 39
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"bonds in its portfolio to the speculative type that invests
entirely in common stock or special situations. There are
several types oi* investment policies: (1) the fixed fund
type, i'd) the specialization type that invests m one special
industry such as aircraft or public utilities, (3) the
management; or common stock: type and (4) the combination of
common stock and bonds in the portfolio, (5) the special
situations that offer larger profits than normally received
by investment trusts. Examples of these special situations
are Atlas Corporation's investment in other investment trusts
shares for the purpose of liquidating them at a profit, or
the investment by many investment companies in defaulted
railroad bonds during the period 1939-1944 with the eventual
liquidation of most of them Dy 1947 at large profits to the
investment trust companies.
The investment policies of the closed end companies
vary according to the four groups or types that I mentlonea.
However, the overall performance of 23 companies shown in the
opposite table was that average improvement in these invest-
ment companies portfolio was a gain of 62,39 percent, while
Standard and Poors 90 stock index only showed a bb percent
improvement. This list of the twenty three companies also shows
that they range from the most conservative to the most specu-
lative of the closed end companies. Thus the investment
policies of tne closed end investment companies has oeen very
good for the last 11 years.
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Table b Showing tne Overall Investment Perrormance or Twenty
Three Closed Ena Companies Prom the period Iy36-ly48
Company Average Gain in Standard 8r Poor's
Portfolio 90 Stock Index Gain
'\daiTis ExDress Cn
«
55^
American Cities Power
& Light Corporation
American European Sec.
81 It
Companies 92 II
American Inter. Corp, 51 II
Atlas Corporation 78 II
Blue Rindge Corp. 67 II
Capital Administ. Co. 49 It
Carrier & General Corp. 46 u
Consolidated Invest.
Trust 127 li
First York Corp. 57 tl
General American Invest.
Co
.
125 H
General Public Service
Corp
.
73 II
General Share Holding
Corp 55 tl
The Lenman Corporation 85 It
iMational Bond & Share 51 II
Niagara Share Corp, 15 H
North American Invest,
50 if
pacific American Invests,
Inc • 51 tl
Railway & Ligh Securities
Co. 45 II
Selected Industries 65 II
Tri Continentnl Corp, 45 tl
U. S. 5: Foreign Secur.
ItCorp, 89
U. S, and International
Securities 73 It
62 ,39^i 5d%
Source: Arthur i.'iesenberger ''Investment Companies" 1948
Page 89

CHAPTER IX
CPEN END COMPANIES
Background to Open End Company Stock
Before the characteristics and past performances of
open end companies stock are revealed a brief outline of open
end companies' development is needed. The first open end
company v/as originated in Boston m the early twenties.
Because of the lack in speculative appeal its development was
delayed for 10 to 15 years. In 1935 when the fixed investment
trust failed to prove a success, financiers established the
management type of open end companies. Under this plan
purchaser's of open end company shares received a right to
participate in an investment fund tnat was invested m a
wide diversified number of securities. The open end companies
net asset value has grown from 450 million dollars in 1940 to
over 1 oillion 40U million dollars©
Characteristics of Open End Company Stock
Capital Structure
Because of the Investment Act of ly4u all new open
end companies are forbidden to have a funded debt, although
they are allowed to receive bank loans provided their assets
are 5uu percent larger than their Dank loan. This single
capital structure system of the open end companies gives it
a far more conservative picture than the closed end companies.
Redemption Privilege
Open end companies are required by their charter or
by-laws to redeem all their shares when offered for redemption
Thus open end companies are forced to invest their funds in
I
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marketable securities.
It is in a situation similar to a bank, it must have
cash reserves on hand to cover any situation that might develop*
It is reported that m 1938 because of the large number redemp-
tions in open end company shares, it v/as necessary to market
almost three dollars' worth of shares for every dollar invested
by the open end companies. On the whole, most open end companies
agree to redeem their shares at a net asset value at the tim.e
of redemption. However, several other plans of redemption
exist and they are:'''^^ (1) the liquidating value of the fund
as of the second business day after the shares are tendered
for payment, (2) to redeem the shares at the next published
bid prices which are cased upon the net asset value of the
next business day. As the issues are redeemed by the companies
there is no need for listing open end shares on the Stock
Exchanges
•
Investment Policies of Open End Companies
The investment policies of open end com.panies vary
from the ultra conservative type fund that is invested in
high graae bonds to the highly speculative type fund that
invests in common stock and special situations. The taole on
the opposite page presents the portfolio composition of 39
companies whose investment policies are representative of all
groups from the conservative to the speculative. This table
reveals that the average open end company practising the
(1) "Management Investment Trusts" J. V. Sands, Fage 29



Table 6 The Distribution of Assets of 39 Open End. Companies as.
Company
Balanced x^und Companies
Net Cash
Gov't Sec
Bonds
American Business I^\ind
Axe Houghton Fund
Commonwealth Invest. Co.
3a ton Howard Bal. Fund
Fidelity Fund Inc.
First I'utual Trust
Investors Mutual Inc.
Manhattan Bond Fund
The George Putnam Fund
Seudder Stevens & Clark
Bond Inv. Trust of America
•iii'ellington Fund
Average Balanced Fund
Divirsified Common Stock
Affiliated Fund
Boston Fund Inc.
Bullock Fund
Dividend Shares Inc.
Equity Fund Inc.
Financial Industrial
General Capital Corp.
Incorporated Investors
The Investor Co. of America
Investor Managem.ent
Investor Stock Fund inc.
Loomis Sayles Mutual
Mass . Investors 2nd Fund
Selected Am.erican Sec.
State Street Investment
11%
7
13
12
15
9
5
3
20
15
7
28
V6%
17
13
11
2
8
9
5
11
5
4
11
4
13
17
24%
1
8
9
8
2d
12
97
Id
lb
93
lU
1Z%
14
1
1
1
b
2
Average Comm.on Stock 8
Source: Arthur V/iesenberger "Investment Company 1948
Fage lul
December 31, 1947
Pfd Common
Shares Shares
8% 57%
15 77
20 59
23 56
11 at)
1 64
31 52
12 52
10 59
0
10 41
% &Ofo
1 96
19 60
3 83
2 87
5 93
92
8 83
2 91
89
3 91
95
7 74
96
3 84
5 76
82



Table o (Con»t) The Distribution of Assets 01 39 Open End Companies as of Decemoer 31, lb'47
Company
Broad Street Investing Co
Chemical Fund Inc.
Fundamental Investor Inc.
Knickerbocker Fund
iNfation v/ide Securities
National Investors Corp.
Truiitee Indus trv Share
Net Cash 8c
Gov't Sec.
lUfa
6
5
11
3
8
Bonds
1
24
Pfd
Shares
2
22
Common
Shares
9U%'
91
95
43
97
92
Total Average of Gfrowth Companies
Total Average of all Open End
Companies
Vfo
11^ 6%
0/0 84%
Source: Arthur Wiesenberger "Investment Company 1948"
Fap-.e 101
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balanced fund policy nad 14 percent of the total assets Invested
in casn and government securities, 28 percent in bonds and 13
percent in preferred stock and 45 percent in common stock.
The average divislfied common stocR fund company was said to
be 3 percent invested in cash and government securities, 2
percent in bonds, 7 percent in preferred stocks and 82 percent
in common shares. The speculative or growth policy and
companies that had no special policy were said to have had
7 percent in cash, 4 percent in bonds and o percent in pre-
ferred and 84 percent in common stock. The overall average
of the 59 open end companies was 11 pei'ce::t, 6 percent, 7
percent and 76 percent respectively. However, mth the picture
of business today it appears that much to little cash has
been kept on hand for any emergency that might arise.
Loading Charges
All investors who purchase open end shares pay a
commission m the form of loading charges or selling charges.
This charge is said to cover the cost of distribution, and
every investor should expect it to occur, ho'vever he has the
right to Rnov/ hov/ much of his money will be invested in funds
and how much to pay the cost of distribution.
The S. S. C. in its reports on "investment Trust and
Investment Companies" revealed that the loading charges v/ere
too high. Charges from, v percent to 8 percent of the selling
price Y/ere being paid by the investor. However, when one
considers that no charge is made for redemption the loading
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charge is some times not too high. Many industrial securities
have a larger loading charge per share when the costs of
commissions and transfer taxes are computed.
Future of Open end Shares
Open end shares have a good future ahead of them.
The funds have been growing steadily since ly4u. The net
assets of open funds has increased more than SOU percent
from §400,uOO,QUO. to |1,500, OuO,UUU, In 1^47 when a 30 percent
decline was registered in the stock exchange transactions,
open end shares declined only 21 percent while it increased
(1)
in tne number os shareholders by lb percent. The wise
use of an advertising program that vill educate the public
about the open end funds and create confideiice in the companies
may soon find the insurance companies v;ith a strong competitor
for the sm.all investor's savings. Already?- the sales of new
open end shares showed a total of *j587, 000, QUO . for the period
1945-1947, While the total corporate stock issues sold during
that period v/as only $3,300,000,000, Besides receiving 18
percent of all new money obtained through new stock issues the
open end companies vieve said to have received b percent of all
corporate issues sold for the period 1945-1947,^ ' This is an
indication that the small investors desires protection through
a v;ide divirsification of investments as the insurance companies
provide and yet receive a nigher return*
(1) Arthur VViesenberger , "Investment Companies 1948" Page 197
(2) Ibid Page 198
I
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CHAPTER X
DIVIDSI^DS
Dividends paid by investment trust companies are said
to be derived from tJie following sources:
1» Prom investment income
2. From capital gam.
Investment income may De defined as income tnat is
derived from, the dividends and interest received from the
securities held in the portfolio of investment companies. It
IS regular and recurring income that though it may fluctuate
is sure of oeing received each year. Income from capital
gain is income derived from the gain on the sale of securities.
This type of income can not oe oelieved to be recurring or
steady. It only results when market prices of the portfolio
rise and m.anagement ' s decision to sell at that time. Thus
this type of earnings differs from investment income because it
is: (1) non recurring and should not De computed m the return
of the investment, (2) subject to a lower tax under the capital
gain laws, (3) not ordinary income out rather profit from
appreciation on security.
Because the earnings are derived from, two different
sources mentioned above it is important here to note that we
have investment trust managers who cling to one or the other
school of thoui-ht. One investment management may believe the
purpose of his investment trust it to derive its income from
investment incomie and any income derived from capital gam be
placed in reserves to cover against future losses m its
portfolio. The other investment trust management may oelieve
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that Its real source of income is I'rom gain m the apprecia-
tion of its securities. Thus m years v;here this company
receives no gam m the sale ir its securities it has
technically suffered a loss.
During the decade of the twenties many American
trusts operated on the principle that all capital gains were
income and should be dis tr ]'.buted to the stockholders. As a
result, we allknov/ that because these investment trusts failed
to set up reserves with income from capital gained, they
suffered huge losses in their portfolio in 19'^i9
»
Prom, a study made from 35 closed end inves tment ^ ^'^
companies it was found that 14 companies, 40 percent had failed
to pay dividends on their common stock for periods ranging
from 3 to 10 years. A further breakdown of the 14 companies
reveals the follov/ing information
1, That 3 companies or 21. o percent failed to
pay for a ten year period
2, That 1 company or 6.1 percent failed to pay
for a nine year period
3, That 3 companies or 21.b percent failed to
pay for an eight year period
4, That 4 companies or 2y,U percent failed to
pay for a seven year period
5, That 1 company or o.7 percent failed to pay
a dividend for a three year period
b. That 2 companies or 13.3 percent failed
(1) Arthur V/iesenberger , "Investment Companies iy48" Page 119-192
t
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to pay a dividend for a two year period,
of the bu percent that remained, dividerxls were paid over a
lu year period although many of them paid sm.all ones, ranging
from lu cents zo cents a share.
Of -che l4 companies tnat did not x^ay a dividend from
3 to 10 years it v/as also found tnat 8 of them had debenture
bonds and notes payaole outstanding that could account on©
reason why they had such a poor dividend paying record*
Dividend Record of Open end Companies
The dividend records of 39 open end companies show
(1)
very good results from the period ly3b-1947. Of these 39
companies only 3 are reported to have failed to pay a
dividend and all 5 failed to pay only for a one year period,
perhaps the reason v/hy m.any of these investment companies
were a::le to continue to pay dividends over the eleven year
period is "because they have "been rather conservative in their
investments. The majority of these companies seem to have
derived over half of their dividends from investment income
sources rather than by capital gain.
Dividend Policies of Investment Company
There are said to be three investment policies
that can be followed by investment companies. The first type
is a liberal policy which calls for the granting of a divi-
dend equal to earnings received from investment income and
capital gains
•
(1) Arthur Y/iesenburger "Investment Company 194S" Page 20U-258
1
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The second type policy calls for a conservative outlook. All
earnings received from capital gam be set aside in reserves
against decline in the portfolio. Under this plan one third
to one half of the net earnings in mvestrrent income he paid
out in dividerids .
^
''"^ The third is a middle of the road policy
that calls for a partial accumulation of capital gains in
reserves against decline of the portfolio and the payment of
the rest of the capital gain earaiiigs out along with 2/5
of the earnings of investment income.
Unfortunately, many investment trusts are forced to
use the first policy of granting divideLids received from
investm_ent income and capital gain without setting aside a
reserve against possible decline of the portfolio. The reason
for this is the tax status of investmient trusts is different
from that of normal corporations . As a result of this tax
ruling the majority of investm.ent trusts have been forced to
adhere to the first dividend policy.
Tax Status of Dividends
Because corporate dividends are subject to double
taxation in the form, of corpor'^te incom.e tax on earnings and
income tax on the stockholder's earnings. Congress realized
that the holders of Investm.ent trust securities would be
penalized if the investmient trusts vrere subject to a corporate
income tax. As a result Supplem.ent Q v;as passed which contained
the following provisions:
(1) Durst, "Analysis and Investment Trust Handbook", Rand
Iv'cNally and Co. Page 93
i
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!• That all regulated investirent compaaies that
distribute tineir investment income and capital
gain each j^ear are entitled to pay no tax on
the income. The Shareholders of the trust are
taxed as if the income they received had been
earned iDy their own direct investment. The
dividend representing capital gain may be treated
as a capital gain by the individual taxpayer; in
which case he may pay a 25 percent tax if he so
desires to report the long term capital gain as
such
.
2. Only a regulated investment company may elect
to operate under regulation Supplement Q provided
it meets the following qualifications:
a. all earnings are paid out as dividends each
year
b. they continue to pay dividends each year
and agree that their policy is irrevocable.
Any company failing to take the advantages of Supple-
m.ent Q must pay a corporate income tax on all earnings like
any other private corporation. These rates run 2U percent
for capital gam and 38 percent tax on other income.
Thus Supplement Q has been hailed as a great boon to
investment companies and at the same time criticized. ..'hile
the elimination of the double taxation burden is agreed by
all a great help to the investment trust, the provision that

any undistributed capital gains are subject to a 25 po-rceiit
tax forces the management to pay our all current capital
gains as dividends rather than build up a reserve against
future decline in the portfolio values. Thus as a result
of this ruling manager.e nt of regulated companies ir:ust
decide v/hich alternative to take.
Since there are no mandatory requirements as to the
distribution of capital gains by the investment company
many companies try to encourage their stockholders to take the
divide ad In the form of stock dividend. Gome of the plans
even grant the additional stock free of th 7|- percent load or
selling charge. Other companies pay an optional stock or
cash dividend. The tv/o opposing management viewpoints on the
situation are thus clearly seen. The managem.ent that has a
relatively secure position willingly grants a dividend on its
entire capital gain so as to save the individual stockholders
from extra tax burden. The other type of management because
the company's position is not too secure and the prospects
for the future are not very good. Thus they believe it's wise
to pay the 25 percent tax on undistributed capital gains and
build up a large reserve. Thus v/e see two opposing views of
management which are acting in good faith for their stock-
holder's benefit.
I
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CHAPTER XI
OUTLOOK OF IWEST^iENT TRUST STOCK
The Position Today
The position of investment stock today has been
very good. Discounts on the stocks have heen slowly closing
which indicates that the trend of increased buying of invest-
ment company stock has oeen grooving. For a time in 1946 the
discount rate was as low as 15 percent Dut the subsequent
market weakness resulted in again m th the shares selling at
(1)
a sizeable weakness. Standard & Poor's report that the
discounts for 1948 have been smaller than that of 1947,
Accordingly, this could be a reflection of the fact that
companies have achieved creditable records through their far
sighted policies that were developed over the past 10 years.
Another point is that the investment companies' equities have
a much more solid position as a result of the retirement of
bank loans, funded debt and preferred stock over the ten year
period •
Attitude of the Investors
It is hard to judge the attitude of the investors
and their reactions to investment trust shares because their
reactions are largely psychological in nature. Many times
people have acted entirely the opposite from, what woul'^ be
considered reasonable, simply because of mass psychology.
If everyone sells, they all v/ill sell even thou,:h the security
n^ay be of the highest grade. Table? shows that the sales of
investment company shares has decreased in the third quarter
(1) Standard and Poor's Industry Survey Oct. 8, 1948 Page 12-2

Table 7
MANAGEMENT INVESTMENT COMPANIES
SECURITY TRANSACTIONS AND NATURE OF ASSETS
TOTAl - 187 CoBpanies 102 Open-end Conpanlss 85 Closed-end Conpanles
ITEM 1948
Thinl
Qnarter
1948
Second
Qnarter
1948
Third
Quarter
1948
Second
Quarter
1948
Third
Quarter
1948
Second
Quarter
Registrants' Sales and Purchases of Own Securities
Sales
Number of shares
Net proceeds (dollars)
7,809,909
60,997,869
9,934,813
96,190,818
7,800,595
60,964,352
9,729,569
76,609,303
9,314
33,517
205,2U
19,581,515
Purchases
Number of shares
Net cost (dollars)
3,910,630
29,428,851
5,615,706
41,290,300
3,855,716
28,295,750
5,354,989
38,798,916
54,9U
1,133,101
260,717
2,491,384
Balancel/
Net sales -number of shares
-net proceeds
Net purchases-number of shares
-net cost
3,899,279
31,569,018
4,319,107
54,900,518
3,9U,879
32,668,602
4,374,580
37,810,387
45,600
1,099,584
17,090,131
55,473
Funded Debt
Sales
Principal amount (dollars)
Net proceeds (dollars)
0
0
90,000
90,000
0
0
0
0
0
0
90,000
90,000
Purchases
Principal amount (dollars)
Net cost (dollars)
59,038,780
65,492,575
2,109,800
2,090,199
0
0
0
0
59,038,780, ,
65,492,575a'
2,109,800
2,090,199
Balance 1/
Net sales -principal amount
-net proceeds
Net purchases-principal amount
-net cost
59,038,780
65,492,575
2,019,800
2,000,199
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
59,038,780
65,492,575
2,019,800
2,000,199 1
1
Portfolio (Changes during Period^/
(Thousands of dollars)
Purchases
Sales .
BalancA/
118,884
94,ao
* 24,474
256,325
161,818
94*507
90,409
62,646
27,763
143,610
97,784
45,826
28,475
31,764
- 3,289
112,715
64,034
+ 48,681
Nature of Assets at Close of Quarter
(Thousands of dollars)
Cash and cash 1 tems2/
Government securities
Securities of other investment cos.
Other securities
Other assets
125,019
129,862
98,8T7
2,841,319
25,959
128,356
205,910
108,215
3,oa,763
25,190
59,895
55,635
3,764
lyl20,U0
38
65,004
59,897
3,819
1,463,979
68
65,124
74,227
95,113
1,421,209
25,921
63,352
146,013
104,396
1,577,784
25,122
Total assets 3,221,036 3,509,434 1,539,442 1,592,767 1,681,594 1,916,667
^ Rapreaents the ezoeas of aales oTer parehaaea or porehaaee over aalaa.
2/ Excluding porehaaaa and aalaa of goTennent bonds.
2/ InclTidlng raeeivablea.
4/ Rapresenta aainly eoat of radaaption ($64,762,010) of ootatanding fuoded debt by one conpany now in liquidation.
Rote:
The data 1b thia table were obtained froa quarterly reports filed pnrsnant to Section 13 or 15(d) of the
Seeuritlaa Exchange Act of 1934 and Section 30(b)(1) of the Investment Company Act of 1940. Such reports are filed
by aanagement investaent conpanles regiatered under the letter Act, except companiea which Issue periodic payaeDt
plan eertlfieatea or which are aponsors or deposltorii of companies Issuing such eertificatee . The reports are filed
by fiscal quarters, and in aost cases these co-raspond with calendar quarters; when the fiscal quarter is not a
calendar quarter, the report is grouped with the calendar quarter to which It most closely corresponds
.
These data
Include all cocpaniea reporting for the second an^ third quarters of 1948. Figures in this table may differ from
figures which appeared la earlier issues of tbe Statistical Bulletin because of receipt of amendaentB and additional
reports, or because reports bsTo not been Veeelved from some of the companies previously represented.
Source: "Statistical 3ulletin" 3.S.C. Jan. 19^9
I
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about 3/8 or 37?i- percoiit v;hlle the purchases of the shares
decreased around 50 percerit, a further study shows that the
retirement of the funded debt has been 2y times larger than
that of the second quarter's purchases. This improved
position of the stockholders v/ill tend to attract investors
v/ho previous 1^7 hesitated because they feared there was either
too much leverage in some companies or not enough protection
of the stockholder's equity.
Outlook of Investment Company Shares
An examination of the "businass conditions today
m.ust be combined in the analysis of investment company shares*
One of the sources of earnings is the investment income from
the securities held by the investment companies. ITaturally
an analysis of the future business conditions in 1949 must
be made. Today there are two schools of thought as to what
type of a period we are in. Some analysts insist we are in
the beginning of a depression v/nile others insist we are m
the process of a leveling off period, which now seems to have
reached its level. i believe that the second school of
thought is the more correct one. The past three years of high
prosperity was due to the pent up demand for household
accessaries, automobiles and building programs. Yet 1949 will
be a prosperous year but a more competitive one in that
American manufacturers vdll have zo start selling their
products to the consumer again I Some econom.ists and
observers believe that there is still a large market for the
•«
I
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various household appliances, automobiles and housing that
v:ill present itself v/hen the prices of these items are lowered.
The earnings for 1949 will, I believe, be reduced
m some fields. Because of this some dividends will he
smaller out not drastic enough to cause a large drop in the
investment income of investment companies. Thus the outlook
for ordinary dividends of net investment income on the average
is expected zo hold up reasonably well and may even continue
at a somewhat higher rate in certain industries.
outlook of Security Profits
The outlook for security profits for 1949 is
uncertain. There are favorable and unfavorable factors that
may effect stock marke ts either upward or downv/ard. The
favorable factor is the reduction of margin requirements to
50 percent. This m.ay attract more investors in the market.
Another favorable factor is the campaign of stock exchanges
and brokers to attract the small investors seems to be
meeting v/ith some success. The unfavorable factors are:
1. The threat of the proposed 'd billion corporation
tax by the government
2. The fear of v/ar by the investing public
3. The market fluctuation between 175 and 170 with
no significant sign to show if the market is
failing or rising.
These three factors have had the effect of scaring investors
away from the market. People will not invest when conditions
II
are so uncertain as they are today, Gonfider.ce in the stocirc
market must be "built up before the security profits outlook
for the investment companies becomes any brighter
•
Summary
Though business for 1949 may be a little slower
and somewhat smaller than the activety in 1948, I believe
that the investment company's shares will yield an average
of 4 to b percent a share may be a reasonable investment.
The wide diversification of securities held v/ill tend to
give the com^panies good protection against any large decline
in their portfolio*
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CHAPTER XII
THE ANALY SIS ':U)6l^ E^:: IKV.ii riT^'iiLNT COMPANY SECURITIES
Unfortunately there are no vrholly satisfactory
method of comparison for invest^ient companies as there are
in industrial and public utilities companies. The analysts
of investment companies do not have certain reliable ratios that
industrial companies have instead he can only make comparisons
with investment companies of a similar nature. The question
on the analyst's mind is, "'//hat would some one else do with
the same fund and same freedom of action and during the same
period of time?"
An investor seeking to invest in closed end
company stocks should decide which class of stocks he wishes to
buy.
That class which has:
1. Maxiuraum safety and steady income
2. Reasonable income
3. Speculative
In this chapter I will discuss the characteristics of these
three classes of securities and show with various examples
what I believe should be the salient joints to look for in
analyzing stocks of the various classes.
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Maximum Safety
Closed end company stock having the ra'is.xiraum safety
and steady income are known as non leverage companies.
The capitalization of such companiss consist entirely of
common stock. Thus any larn;e increase or decrease in asset
value do to senior obli;>5ations is avoided.
As such companies have no leverage factor to
increase or decrease the asset value the performance relative
test that shows management's record of performance is one
method whereby an analyst may determine the best non leverage
c om.pany
,
Hov/ever in making a comparison one should compare the
companies over a period of years rather thi^n by individual
years as in separate years several companies may have identical
performances while very few have the same record over a
period of years. Take for an exai^iple the following companies
showing the percentage increase or decrease in net assets
for 1942-1947.
II
1946 1945 1944 1943 1942 1937 - 194?
Lehman 3orporation ^2% 39^ -i-iefo ^26,^ -M3^ i- Slfo
I^^tional -^ond & Share -H ^35% ^Ihfo 1^22% -fSfo ^50fo
Inauranshare Certi Ticates -\0% 30^ 4-6^ tll'^ +5^ 63;!^
A Gomparison of the investment performance of these individual
non leveras;e companies with the average for all non leverage
(1)
companies for the 1937-1947 period which was 68,^. Thus
by simple comparison one may pick a company that shows a record
better than 6^% if the following anaylses show up very good.
A Curther analysis should take into account what the average
discount for non leverage companies stock should be. -^he
market "rices, net asset ratio or discount of non leverage
companies. The 1937-1947 disccunt has been around an average
of 30/^. 3elow are two non leverage companies v/hose discount
or market price, net a^sset ratio have ranged from the following:
Lehman ^orp. National 3
1936 Q3%
1939 69% 98%
1940 loi 16%
1941 (6% 66%
1942 8^%
1943 19% ei%
1944 86% 80%
1945 93% 80%
1946 &6% 82%
1947 99% 85%
Source: Standard & Poor's Industry Survey-
Investment Go-ripany Oct,F:,1948 loage 12-9
(l) Arthur '/eisenber er "Investment -Companies 1948 page 65
I
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After a careful analysis is nade of the discount that
the closed end companies are selling for and the investment per-
formance cf the various companies are compared over a long
period of time, one should compare the dividend and income
records of such companies over a period of years. An e::araple
belov7 shovrs the record of several non leverage companies with
resTorct to dividends and income.
LehiLan Corp.
Insuransh" res Cert,
National Bond & Share
Income
1946 1945 1944
1.65 1.39 1.39
.26 .29 .28
1 . 07 .94 .90
% Return of Income
to Market Price
Lehman CJorp,
Insuranshares Gert.
Naticnal Bond & Share
'5%
3%
4^ 5^
Dividends
6.55 3.8 1.40
.225 .225 .225
3.37 2.00 1.00
% Return Dividend
to Market Price
15^ 10% 7%
3% 2% 3%
Voio 9% 5%
Source! Arthur Weisenoerger "Investment Companies 1947" Page 92
This example above shows thg^t the ratio of income to current
stock market price average about 3 percent and the ratio of
dividends to current stock market prices cf the company's shares
range from 2 to 15 percent.
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Thus it is not uncommon to see the stock of non leverage companies
to sell at g. discount of 30%.
Another analysis or method of comparison is to compare
portfolio composition of the individual companies with the
avera{:5e of all such companies. Unfortunately such an average
portfolio composition is constantly changing according to the
business conditions and the stock market position. Today
at the present moment the avera^^e of non levera^^-e companies
is said to oe 13 At in cash and government securities, 6.2^ in
preferred stock and 80,4^ in common stock. 3y exa ^ing the
portfolio composition of a non leverage company with this
temporary standard may show if the company is acceptable or not.
The expense ratios of non leverage companies when
compared with the inve-itment performance are a good indication
whether a firm is doing fairly well or poorly. According to the
latest standards for non leverage companies the ratio of
expenses to gross income and expenses to net assets to be
12fo and 2/3 of 1% respectively. Hovrever any company having a
higer expense ratio than another non leverage company m.ay be
a better investment if its investment performance record has
been much higher than the non leverage company having the
lowest expense ratio.
The gross income results of non leverage companies
have been found to be an average of 4.2^of the net asset value
in 1947 and to have been 3.5'^ in 1946 and 3.3-o in 1945 while the
Standard and Poor's 90 Stock Index which represents a fully in-
vested position have been 5.5;^, 4.4/^ and 4.2^ respectively.
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In making the final analysis the investor should set up a list
of the non leverage companies and see which have paid consis-
tent dividends. A study of several non leverage companies
reveals that they all have oeen paying a dividend over the
past 10 years.
In summation the analyst choses that company which
has the "best performance record, |»easonably lov: expense ratio
compared to the performance record and havin a reasonable
return being paid out consistently over the period of years.
Reasonable Income Securities
Closed end companies that are said to have a reason-
able income are the low and moderate leverage companies.
Because the existence of senior securities these companies
have the ability to increase and decrease their asset value
more quiclily than non leverage companies. This is due to
the average "actor explained in the previous chapter.
Because of this leverage the income one receives while on the
most part it is steady will rise in periods of inflation and
drop fa3ter in periods of recescession. However as the leverage
factor is not too extreme the companies have shovm a record
of reasonaole steady income. In analyzing such companies the
analysts must look for the following information:
1. The leverage factor of the low and moderate
average companies.
2. The degree of risk of the company meaning
the rate of senior capital to net assets.
3. The management record oT performance
4. The discount ran-e of such companies
5. The average income return and regularity of
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dividends
.
6. The expense ratios of these companies compared
to the average leverage company of the same type.
An example below shows several companies that are
classified as low leverage and medium leverage.
Leverar^e i^actor Discount
1946 1947 1946 1947
Amerf can G-en. 1.9 1.0 6.7 26.
.31. Ridge 3orp. 1.5 1.3 16.5 22.
Carriers G-en, 2.1 1.7 37.5 33.
Capitol Adm, 2.6 2.1 47.9 52.
'3-en. Am. Investors 1.6 1.6 26.6 25.
Equity Corp, 1.9 1.74 13.7 32.
Source: Arthur '.'/eisenberser 1946 pa:=;e 93
Thus it may be said that the medium and low leverage
companies should have a levera-e factor ranging from 1 to 2.9
any factor higher than 3 is said to oe in the speculative class.
In addition to the examination of the leverage
factor one should examine the individual companies for the
ratio of senior ooligatlons per share to the working assets
per share.
\forking Senior Asset Val.;^ of Senior
Asset per Oblig- ofCo-^raon obligation to
Share ations oer sh. Share Working Assets
American Gen. 6.78 q> 3.03 9 3.75
31. Ridge Corp. 5.67 1.19 4.49 20^
Carriers & Gen. 14.74 3.34 11.40 22^
Capitol Adm. 38.06 23.15 14.81 64^
G-en. Am. Investors 22.68 3.78 18.90 17^
Eauity Corp. 4.92 1.88 3/04 31^
From the abo'e table one must draw the conclusion that the
ratio of senior obligations to net assets should range from
10-25^ any figure greater than 25% is dangerous.
I
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An Analysis of 3 medium an low levera;:e companies
investment performance record reveals the following percentage
change in net asset value.
1946 1945 1944 1943 1942 1937-1947
CaiDitol Adm. -3 +36 +18 T^E * 15 5^9
Chicago Corp. 0 t30 1-21 +37 + 16 + 79
Eauity Corp. -5 1-37 "24 + 48 t 19 47
Gen. km. Investors +1 ^t^2 +23 +46 f 23 +117
The total investment performance for avera:':e companies of
all types medium low and extreme leverage was 64,^. Thereforee
by analyzing each company in the above example one may see that
the individual companies below 64;^ may oe accepted as the
extreme leverage companies have raised the average up some.
The discount range of the low and medium leverage
companies has been said to range from 35 to 50^ below the asset
value. Today the average range has now risen to about 29-40^.
An analysis of medium and low leverage companies
should reveal how much of the net income covers the preferred
stock dividend requirements. A. 200"^ income average is considered
very necessary for both low and medium levera'^e companies and
any company not meeting the requirements fall into the
speculative class.
The return of gross income to net asset value of
medium a.nd low leverage companies as expressed in the table
below has ranged about h% over the past 3 years period.
1947 1946 1945
Caoitol Adm. 4.8;^ 4.0,^ 3.6^
Carriers & Gen. ^.6i hA%
Equity Corp. 2,1^ 9.5^ 1,8%
Gen. Am. Investors 4.4^ 4.0^ 2.9/"^
I
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The record of preferred shares of medium and 1o',t leverage
companies has been very good. The average yield for dividends
in comparison to market ratio has ranged from 4.1/6 to 6.3^.
I believe that a preferred stock should yield between 6/^ and
5% and any yield above 6% is a little dangerous for a medium
or low leverage preferred company stock.
The safety factor for preferred shares meaning the
ratio of asset value to the market price shoi.'ld not be any
less than 3, above 3 is said to be excellent.
Speculative Stock of closed end companies involves
those securities that have a very high leverage factor. These
securities depend for their value on participation and potential
aDpreciation of the fimd ' s portfolio. Therefore in such securities
the analysis of dividend and income is secondary in importance.
The following ratios should be looked for in an ana_lysis
of several speculative closed end company stock:
1. The leverage factor for high leverage shares
range from 3 to 10 times net assets T:er one dollar of the
market price. Anything higher than 10 should be considered
extremely high leverage shares,
2. Speculative securities usually have a high ratio
of senior obligations to the net asset value ranging from
40 to 60%,
3. The performa-nce of management expressed as a
percentage change in the net asset value for speculative
securities are of little use in the analysis as veryoften the
poor records of previous years can be nullified in a rising
market and give the aopearance of a good record if individual
I
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years are not examined.
4. High and Extremely high average securities
have exceptionally poor dividend records.
5. The average safety factor of high and extremely
high leverage companies preferred stock should be no less than
1. 3y safety factor i-ie mean the ratio of asset value to market
price allowing for senior securities.
Surmary
In conclusion closed end company securities with
reasonable income may be said to be companies vrith a single
capital structure. These non leverage compaies avoid the huge
gain or skrinkage in asset value. The average more leverage
company is said to have its stock sell at an average 30fo discount.
One can not set up what the ideal investment performance express-
ed as a percentage increase in net assets should be.
However the average ncn leverage company's percentage increase
in net assets ra; ged frorr 50 to 80 oercent for the oeriod
(1)
1937-1947.
The ideal port 'olio composition on non leverage
companies has been said to oe 13.4 oercent for cash and
government securities 6,2 "-ercent for preferred ard 80.4 percent
in common stock.
The ideal expense ratios cf exoense to gross income
and exoense to net assets has been said to be 12 percent and
2/3 cf 1 Derce t resoectively
.
(1) Arthur 7/eisenberger "Invest ent Companies 1946" Page 9^
I
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The ideal gross income returns of non leverage com-
panies ha-i been 3 oercent of net assets.
Reasonable Income 5ecurities
The icieal reasonable income security is said to be
lov7 ar.'d moderate leverage ccrapanies which are said to have an
average leverage factor raniring from ipl to ]}3 of the net asset
value for every ?1 of the -narket price.
The Ideal diBCOunt for such securitios ranges from
25 to 40 percent.
The ideal ratio of senior ooligations to the working
.a -3 sets should range from 10 to 25 percent.
The preferred stock dividend requirement such low and
medium leverage companies have a 200 percent income coverage.
The ideal safety factor for preferred stocks should
range between 3 and 4.
Speculative Stock
The ideal speculative stock has the follov/ing points
to look for:
1. The speculative stock of closed end comoanies
is composed of high ar^d extremely high leverage
shares. The ideal leverage factor to look for
in such companies is 3 to 10 times the net asset
value compared to every 1 dollar of the -narket orice
of the securities
2. The ideal speculative security should sell at a
I
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discount r2,npclng betv^een 40 and 60 percent of the
net asset value.
3. The average safety factor of the preferred stocks
should be at least one.
fI
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CHAPTER XIII
MALY3I3 0^;^ OPEN END COMPANY 3T0CKS
The analysis of open ends stocks may be broken down
into the analysis of 3 p;roup3 of investment companies.
1. The conservative and steady income type
2. The moderately speculative reasonable
income type
3. The speculative type
The Conservative 3teady Income Type
The conservative steady income type is regarded as
that type of stock that has the maximum safety feature in the
protection of capital with the assurance of a steady yet
low income return.
There are two types of open end company funds that
are regarded as being safe and providing a steady income.
They are as follovAs:
1. 3ond fund type
2. Balanced ?und. Type
The analysis of these funds involve the following procedure!
1. What is the com.pany's portfolio policy?
2. Ifhat has been the investment performance oT the
individual bond companies over a period
years
3. Vfhat have been the expense ratios of open
end companies of the type mentioned above.
M
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4. What has been the dividend and income
return of such companies over the period of
years
In the next few pastes I shall give examples of the points I
just mentioned try to setup some standards which I believe
all conserative bond ty^e, or balance fund companies need if
they are to oe considered safe.
Sond Funds
fund in divlrsified Mgh and medium grade bonds. The individual
ivestor by consulting any of the statistical services such
as Moody's, .'""itch, Standard and Poors or the company's
pi*03p©Gtus caft determ.ine the individual companies policy,
3elov; is an example of several bond type companies
giving their portfolio composition as of Decemoer 31, 19^6.
The average dividend yield of those four investment companies
to their net asset value at the end of the year was as follows:
The policy of many bond funds is to invest the
Glaasication Percentage
of Assets in
% in Cash & 3onds
G-ov ' t 3ec .
Group Securities G-en. Bond Share 4;^
Keystone Custodian Funds High G-rade 50^
Manhatten Bond Fund 3^
Bond Invest. Trust of A.m.
1946 1947
4.0^
4.2;^
3.1^^
4.1^
Bond Invest. Trust of Am. 4.1;^
Group Securities Gen. Bond Share 4.5^
Keystone Custodian Funds High Grade 3.0^
Manhatten 3ond Fujid 4.3i^
I'
i
I
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Thus the average return to be expected on bond fund of
either high or medium grade should be abount 4/^. Keystone
Custodian
-"'und had the lowest because its fund was 50^ in
cash and government securities while the others averaged 6%,
After comparing the investment portfolio and dividend
yeild to the net asset value the analyst should compare the
investment per 'ormance of the bond type funds. An example
below illustrates this:
Percentage Increase or Decrease
in Net Assets for
1946 1945 1944 1943 1937-1946
Bond Invest, of Am. -2 8 8 10 57
Group Securities G-en. Bond oh. -9 17 40 33 - (1)
Keystone Custodian Fund High G-r. 2 6 7 17 38
Manhatten 3ond ?un6. 7 12 29 28 - (2)
(1) Did not come into existence 1938
(2) Did not come into existence 1939
Source: Arthur '•/eisenberger "Investment Companies
1946" page 207
I believe that the average increase in net asset value Tor
1937-1946 for all bond type companies having a high grade
medium policy should be 35^.
The ratio of expenses to net asset value for bond
type funds should be 0.70^. Any company v;ith a ratio larger
than that ma.y be overstepping it class but such a company
should be compared vrith its performance record to see if the
expense \ras warranted.
The selling charge or loading charge for such
companies should average 9^. Any price higher than 9^ for such
Investment trust securities is too high.
1I
i
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Balanced Funds
The balanoed fund type of open end companies
follov; a middle of the road policy investing a portion of the
fund in bonds and stocks.
''/hat the portfolio composition should contain is very
important belov; is an example of several balanced fund type
companies that are very conservative and have a record of steady
income
.
Portfolio Composition Dec. 31, 19^7
Met Cash & Bonds Preferred Common
G-ov't 3ec .
American Business Fund 11 24 8 57
Axe Houghton Fund 7 1 15 77
Gomm.onwealth Bal. Fund 13 6 20 59
Scudder Stevens & Clark 9 26 1 64
The averafxe balanced fund should have the portfolio composed
of 18;^ in government securities 12% in bonds, 7fo in preferred
shares and 60/^ in common shares.
The average expense of balancedfttnd companies should not be
greater than O.cO^"^ of the net asset value of the company.
The investment performance of the bala.nced fund companies for
several companies below reveals the average increase in net
asset performance for the period 1937-1946 should be ^Ofo,
Percentage Increase or Decrease
In rjet Asset
1946 1945 1944 1943 1937-1946
American Bus. Fund -9-^38 t24 1 37 ^•-31
Axe Houghton Fund -11 f33 '23 ^ 34
Gommonv/ealth Bal. Fund -2 -^33 i-20 •»'36 4-75
Eaton Howard Bal. Fund 0 -i-21 ->30 '^10 76
Fidelity Fund
Investors Mutual Inc. +1 ^24 *20 ^2J
The Geo. Putman Fund '2 +19 •<-19 "^22 ''77
Scudder Stevens & Clark 0 ^-23 »'19 -*-25 "J" 58
Source: Arthur Vfeisenberger" Investment Companie3ii46"
page 205
1
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The yield of balanced fund shares should average around
5.2:^.
Reasonable Income ^'ype
The reasonable income securities of investment
company generally give up the safety in principal for a larger
return or reasonable return of income. The divirsified common
stock fund type has been classified in this group. However
some divirsified companies are Imown to be conserative and
could very well fall in with the maximum safety class.
In general when we talk about reasonable income securities we
mean the companies v/hose policies are either greater income
producing securities or capital appreciation with a
reasonable steady income.
In analyzing individual common stock funds the
analyst or individual investor should investigate as to v;hat
policy the individual company follov;s; is it a special situation
capital growth type, an increased income type, or appreciation
in capital combined with a steady income. 3uch information
can be obtained from any of the statistical services.
In analyzing common stock securities one should look
for:
1. The policy of the company
2. The investment performance over a period of
years
3. The portfolio composition
4. The loading charge
1I
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5. The ratio of expenses to net as^iet value
6. The averape yearly yield on the individual shares.
The analysis of the investment performance follovrs the sam.e
pattern as other previous analyses. The dompanies belov;
illustrate their individual investment performance
Increase or Decrease in i^et Assets
1946 1945 1944 1943 1937-1946
Affiliated Fund -15 72 433 -f60 4- 5
Boston Fund - 2
-t 37 +20 ^P7 +44
Broad 3t. Investing - 1 40 ^22 d-33 77
3ullock Fund - 8 -t 41 +21 t30 -#-38
Delav.rare Fund - 8 +41 /tl4 +26
Eaton Hov.'ard Stock
-f 1 +27 t23 +29 +54
Equity Fund
-r 7 +37 -'26 +29 t45
The Dow Jones Composite Stock averaf?;e for the period 1937-1946
was plus 60/^ and Standard and Poor's 90 Stock Index for the
same period was plus 46.,^. As these two indices represented
a divirsified number of stocks and a fully invested position
I believe that the stock funds should ran~e between 40,^ and
60/^ depending on whether the policy of the firm is greater income
security or greater capital appreciation.
The average portfolio corapsition of divirsified
common stock funds has been found to consist of 6/^ in cash and
government securities 29^ in bonds, 7% in preferred shares and
83/'^ in common stock. This average does not mean that all
companies should be close to or adhere to the average. It
is just a benchmark with which an investor can measure the
individual companies with. Any variance should require an
investigation by the investor to see if it is Justified.
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From a study of 14 divirsifled stock funds it was found the
averarre loadings chare vras 7.4/o, This again is only a benchmark
for an analyst to use to compare with the individual companies.
The range for loading charges should be 7.4 to 9% of the net
asset value per share. Any coraDany whose ratio is higher than
9% should be examined to see if ratio is Justified.
The yield of dividends to net asset value of l4
common stock funds ranged from 4 to S.6%. However the average
yield was said to be 5.5^. Using this as a benchraard any
yield lower than h% or greater than 9% for a common stock fund
either makes the fund to conservative or too speculative.
The ratio of exoenses to net asset value for stock
funds should between 0.75 and 0.85^ of net asset value. Any
ratio below 0.75/^ is very good any any ratio above .85^ is
to be frovmed upon.
Speculative Securities
The specul-^.tive securities of open end companies
usually take the form speculative common stock funds, or
divirsified coTimon stock funds or thesingle industry common
stock funds. As this group incloses a great variety of classes
of open end companies, I shall try to show the characteristics
of the speculative stocks, and vrhat tc look for in determing
which speculative security is the best investment of its class.
Speculative open end securities have a set policy
of investing in small unknown corporations with the intention
of gaining capital grov^th ra'her than steady income. V7hen the
securities in such an open end fund's portfolio are profitable
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enough they are sold and a capital gain dividend may be granted.
Individuals investing in such ancpen end fund are looking; for
the increase in net asset value oT their sha-es and not in
steady reasonable income.
In analyzing such a company an individual should
investigate the following:
1. What is the company's policy
2. What is its portfolio composition
3. Investigate the net asset value by studying
the investment performance over a period years.
4. rfhat is the loading charge
5. The ratio of expenses to earning
An examination of any of the statistical services or the
prosoectus of the individual companies will reveal' if the
company's investment policy is speculative or not.
The portfolio composition of speculative securities
seems to follow the following pattern about 5/^ is invested in
cash and government securities and 95% in common stocks.
This is quite different from the conservative company's
portfolio position.
The investment performance of the speculative companies
over the 10 year period 1938-19'^6 average was an increase of
30% in net asset value any increase above that figure is very,
good and any figure below hO% is poor.
A study of 8 speculative investment company securities
reveals that the loadinp- charges should be no higher than 9%
of the net asset value -oer share.
I
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Many of the speculative securities are combined
with other type funds and as a result the operating ratio
of these companies is hard to determine. The general rule is
that 0,E0% of the net asset value is the limit for an operating
ratio of speculative securities.
Over 50;^ of the dividends granted by speculative
open end company funds is earned from the security profits.
Thus as a result individuals investing in speculative securities
should not expect a steady income. The average yield of a
reasonably good speculative stock should oe no greater than
8% and no less than5>^.
1
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chapter xiv
revie:// and conclusions
An attempt has oeen -nade in the preceding chapters
to give a clear analysis of the investment status of invest-
~ent company shg.res. In order to do this I covered certain
rules and principles that I believed were necessary; such as
the investment formulas the accounting methods used, the
discount and leverage factor, because all were essential in
the final analysis of the invest nent status. The study of
the history I believe will prove that the investment comoanies
have learned their lessons and are much more conservative in
their business oolicies today. The investm^rt companies, while
I believe that there are good have certain factors that should
be emphasized and they are:
1. The investment objectives
2 . Managem ent
3. Analysis of earning and dividends
4. Iccounting m.ethods
5. G-overnment regulations
The various objectives of the investment companies
are
:
1 Capital appreciation throu-h market speculation
2. Capital appreciation throu-:h the selection of
a growth industry
3. Regular policy of safety of orincipal and
stability of income through the investment of
first class bond funds
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4. Th3 discovery of special situations where
substantial oommittements and the possible
participation in manage:::en t over a long period
of time vrill result in unusual ap preciation
5. A middle of the road policy that provides for a
steady income and permits some speculation in
securities;
These five objectives are important to an investor
who njust decide x^hio fund he wants to invest in. Thus by
careful analysis f the individual invest-.ent companies accord-
ing to these 5 objectives an investor can decide which type
of trust he wants to invest in.
Management is an important factor to the analysis
of the investment company as this is any company's greatest
asset. Investors must not only examine their performance
throun-h the change in net asset performance out they must look
for such human factors as the affiliation of manageaient with
other companies, their character and interest in the success
of the company. All of these are imoort^nt in the analysis
of managei'^ent in order to decide which investT.ent company to
Invest in.
Analysis of earnings and divide ds is very important
to a prospective investor An investor should carefully
determine what percentage of earnings is composed of invest-
ment income and what percentage is of capital gain as it will
reveal to an investor what policy the com :any is pursuing
I
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and give it an effective barometer to compare ^ith other invest-
ment companies. The same reasons can be given for an analysis
of dividends. One can not eraphasizie these two analyses too
strongly as they are importsint to the investor's eventual
success or loss in the investment comoany's sh-res.
The variety of accounting methods used ijy investment
companies has caused many invest-ent analysts to claim thit
the long run pictures of many investment companies are distorted.
Thus the investor should make a careful study in the methods
used oy particular com-oanies before purchasinp- their stock.
Investors should not expect that the government's re-ulation
of securities injures them against possible losses. The
regulations oy government only orotects the inv-stor against
certain flagrant abuses
-entioned in :he chaoter on regulations.
All that the Investment Act of 1940 and state regulations try
to do is to present full disclosure of ihe facts to the pros-
pective investor.
The Oonclusion of the Report
The investment trusts have a distinct and valuable
service to offer to the small investors. The fundamental
investment principle of divirsification is an important service.
Their growth from 1.1 billion in 1934 to 3.2 oil lion in 1948,
a grov^th of 191 percent shows that it has a definite place in
the American finarclal life. The insurance companies which
have long been accepted as first class investments are nothing
more than investment trusts. I believe that by educating the
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Amerioan public that the Investmant trusts can offer the same
services and the insurance company with the possibility of
a greater roturn, the investment trusts may expand to greater
heights
•
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